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Preface
Since a couple of years, I have developed a particular interest in our daily food system and the
consequences it has on our landscape. For instance, I regularly visit the local ‘urban garden’ to
see piglets growing into pigs, which turn over the land for the growth of vegetables. Although
those pigs and vegetables don’t have a direct link with my plate, they make me question the
products that I consume. For the optional courses in my masters I had the possibility to chose a
series of lectures about food landscapes, in which I got acquainted with background and theory on
the impact of our food system on our living environment and vice versa. However, these courses
left me with a question, namely how we as landscape designers can enhance these food related
landscapes.
While working on this thesis project, I noticed a rapid increase of landschape architecture projects
with a focus on food related landscapes. I am happy to see that this topic becomes more and more
familiar for a lot of designers and offices, and I hope that this thesis project will inspire other
students and landscape architects to further the research and design of food inclusive landscapes.

The progress of this thesis was not possible without the help of many. Foremost I would like to
thank my supervisors, Sjoerd Brandsma and Kevin Raaphorst , for the inspiring conversations
about the topic and the content of this thesis. Furthermore, I would like to thank my fellow
students who helped me to get back on trace in difficult times. Special thanks to Isabella Hol with
who I started off the thesis. I really appreciated your listening ear, helpfull reflections and not to
forget, your amazing peptalks. Finally, a thanks to family and friends who critically followed the
process of this thesis and supported me throughout . Writing this thesis hasn’t been an easy task
for me and I couldn’t have done this without all your support.

P.S. No animals were harmed within the scope of this research.
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Abstract
The physical and psychological rift between food production

In total, 13 food-revelatory design principles have been

and consumption that is present within our food system is

formulated based on the revelatory themes such as human scale,

problematic in the light of the ongoing transition towards a more

human time scale, sensor perceptibility, proximity, attention &

sustainable and resilient food systems and therefore needs to

arousal and complexity. The 13 transposed design principles have

be reduced (Witmann, 2009; McClintock 2010; Wiskerke, 2015;

served as input for a design masterplan and several small scale

Duncan, 2017, Korthals;2018). The aim of this thesis was to

site designs, including a cow park, co(w)rridor, mixed farm and

expand knowledge on the design of productive food landscapes

sunken cow bridge to enhance the peri-urban food landscape of

in city regions that, apart from being productive, also serve as

the Amstelscheg and strengthen the connection between food

places where the rift between food production and consumption

production and consumption, and by doing so contributing to a

can be reduced. In order to expand the knowledge on this topic,

reduction of the rift.

this thesis explores how relevant and useful the existing ecorevelatory design principles are for designing food systems
and landscapes to rethink and redesign productive peri-urban
food landscapes and to strengthen the connection between food
production and consumption. The eco-revelatory design approach
acknowledges humans as integral components of ecosystems
and is concerned with how people experience and understand
landscapes and engage and connect with them. The design
principles that are included in this approach are mainly used to
design water systems and the approach has not been linked to the
design of food systems and landscapes so far. The Amstelscheg
area, located within the metropolitan region of Amsterdam,
served as test case for the development and examination of the
food-revelatory design principles, to form an answer to the main
question ‘What food revelatory design principles can be developed
for designing an Amstelscheg dairy landscape that facilitates the
reduction of the rift between food production and consumption?’
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Chapter 1

Introduction
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1.1 What is this thesis about?
This chapter shows a
comprehensive description
of the scope, content and
structure of this thesis
research. First, the problem
statement, knowledge gap
and research context that
form the incentive for this
thesis research are introduced,
followed by a description
of the objective, research
questions, research strategy
and design.

In short, this thesis project is about designing productive food landscapes in city regions
that are not only productive but also experiential for consumers. The necessity for this
type of food landscapes arises from the problematic, and still increasing rift between food
production and consumption (Viljoen, 2012; Omrod, 2016; Duncan, 2017; Korthals, 2018).
To reduce this rift, a reconsideration of how to design city region food systems is required
(Zasada, 2011; Wiskerke, 2015; Kasper, 2017). The aim of this thesis project is to develop
food-revelatory design principles that can be used by landscape designers to rethink and
redesign productive peri-urban food landscapes to turn them into areas and places that
strengthen the connections between food production and consumption. The Amstelscheg is
an example of a peri-urban food landscape that is located in the city region of Amsterdam
and forms the test case within this thesis project. For the development of food-revelatory
design principles, the applicability of the eco-revelatory design approach is explored for
designing food related landscapes. This approach seems promising for designing city region
food systems as it aims to provide insight of and connection with different ecological and
cultural systems in our daily environment.
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1.2 Problem statement

which people in developed countries currently deal with food
in their everyday lives (McClintock, 2010; Korthals, 2018). This
limited consciousness of food and the food provision in the

The rift between production and consumption

and food (Marx cited in McClintock, 2010) and due to the fact

The ongoing increasing physical and psychological distance

that food provision has become almost an insignificant part

between food production and consumption is a problematic

(in terms of time and costs) of our lives, despite being a basic

phenomenon in the light of the ongoing transition towards a

need (McClintock, 2010). “Farming has evolved into a highly

more sustainable and resilient food systems (Witmann, 2009;

specialized industry based on inputs and outputs and which

McClintock 2010; Wiskerke, 2015; Duncan, 2017). Food chains

engages less than a few per cent of the world population”

stretch further and in more complex ways across space as a

(McClintock, 2010., p.200). Resources such as land, are valued

result of globalization, modernization and urbanization processes

only as a ‘production input’ whereas food products are valued

(Dickens, 1996). Moreover, the environments in which people

only as production outputs: a commodity of exchange and

live and the industrial agricultural systems on which they

carriers of nutrients (Wiskerke, 2009)(Figure 1). Since food has

depend are geographically separated (Dickens, 1996). These

become increasingly produced and packaged, the culture and

developments have affected the functioning of our food system

traditions surrounding food production and consumption have

and have led to various disconnections within the system.

strayed further away from an embedded connection in everyday

Scholars use the concept ‘the metabolic rift between food

life (Levenstein, 2003; Schlosser, 2005; McClintock, 2010).

production and consumption’ to refer to the widening gap and
the disconnections (McClintock, 2010; Duncan, 2017; Korthals,
2018). McClintock (2010) divided the rift in three, interdepended
yet distinct, dimensions the ecological, social and individual
dimension of the rift.

The individual rift refers to the ‘alienation’ of humans from
nature and the products of nature (McClintock, 2010). Alienated
human beings have a lack of cognitive and experiential
understanding of themselves as ‘functional organisms existing as
part of a larger ecosystem’ (McClintock, 2010, p.201). “Alienation

The ecological dimension of the rift refers to breaks in natural

thus manifests as the perception of oneself as external to the

or closed cycles and flows of bio-physical elements that sustain

environment (out there)” (Marx cited in McClintock, 2010,

the ecological functioning of the food system (Moore, 2000;

p.201) rather than the perception of oneself being embedded

McClintock, 2010). A linear food system needs external inputs

in their context, despite the notion that humans are shaped

(e.g. fertilizer), while resulting in accumulation of waste in urban

by the environment around them and meanwhile shaping the

areas - the output (McClintock, 2010). Such consequences are

ecosystem in which they belong (McClintock, 2010). Alienation

tangible as well as alarming (Moore, 2000; McClintock,2010).

is a result of inadequate knowledge and understanding of how

The social rift refers to the neglect of, or inconsiderate way in
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food system arises from the commodification of labour, land

things or the products of processes are interrelated (Dickens,
1996). In the context of food systems, alienation includes a

lack of involvement, overview, insight in the food systems
and the products it delivers (Korthals, 2018). Consumers, for
instance feel less familiar with the origin of their food, leading
to a ‘food from nowhere culture’ (Weis, 2007; Wiskerke, 2015,
Viljoen,2012). Currently, consumers have no or limited access
to production information or are flooded with one-sided or
misleading information, either intended or unintended (Korthals,
2018). For example, city children not knowing the origin of milk
(a cow), or where the slice of chicken filet on their bread comes
from (an actual chicken). Korthals (2018, p.69) argues that this
‘disassociation might stem from picture book education including
happy animal farms without showing the purpose or raison d’etre
of keeping animals at a farm (figure 2).’ Alienation can lead to

Figure 1. Representation of the

Figure 2 . Representation of farm animals

commodifiction of food and our

in childerens book (Anton Poitier).

environment. (risa sin mas)

the experience of powerlessness and meaninglessness and is
according to Korthals (2018) harmfull for human wellbeing as it

of food, the land on which it is grown and the labour with which

counteracts personal development of cognitive, normative and

it is produced first requires attention to individual rift; the de-

expressive food skills.

alienation of humans from the biophysical environment is a

Most scholars and designers who aim to reduce the rift in
order to create more sustainable and resilient food systems
emphasized the ecological dimension, perhaps because of

necessary pre-requisite”(McClintock, 2010, p 203). The aim of
this thesis project is to contribute to the challenge to reduce the
individual rift between food production and consumption.

its tangible negative consequences (McClintock, 2010). “The
traditional emphasis on cycles of environmental degradation
used by most metabolic rift theorists can help to illustrate how
ecological crisis is rescaled upwards and outwards due to the

Reducing the rift with the development of urban and periurban food landscapes

expansionary logic of global capital, but a singular focus on this

Some steps have already been undertaken to reduce the individual

ecological dimension may be crippling”(McClintock, 2010, p.203).

rift by bringing food production and consumption closer together

The aspects and consequences of the social and individual rift

in spatial terms. There is a growing movement across the globe

are less tangible and therefore probably more difficult to grasp,

acting against urban and rural divide that stands at the birth of

understand and tackle. Yet, scholars point out that all three of

the rift (Hirsch,2016) and the inclusion of agriculture and food

the dimensions need to be reduced in order to fully close the rift

in the design and planning of urban areas has gained attention

(McClintock,2010; Korthals,2018). Scholars point to the need to

(Viljoen, 2014). For a long time, urban areas were not seen as

tackle and address the individual rift as “the de-commodification

spaces for food production (Bellows 2004; Zeeuw 2015), but
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Figure 3 . The city edge as place where city and productive food landscapes meet the horizon of Panorama Nederland. (CRA, 2018)

agriculture and food issues belonged to the rural continuum and

unused or public spaces. It includes commercial operations that

were thereby absent and neglected within urban development

produce food in greenhouses and on open spaces, but is more

plans and policies (Steel,2008). Scholars, among which Zasada

often small-scale and scattered around the city (FAO,2019).

(2011), Wiskerke (2015) and Kasper (2017) advocate for the

Urban agriculture concentrates largely on products that don’t

adoption of a city region food system perspective. The re-shaping

require extensive land ownership, that can survive with limited

of urban food systems by linking urban areas with regional

inputs and are often limted preservable such as fruits, vegetables

food production brings several benefits, such as enhanced social

and small livestock. Urban agriculture projects do contribute

participation and inclusion, ecological embeddedness, reduction

to the reduction of the rift as they encourage and allow urban

of food miles and regional agricultural competitiveness (Zasada,

dwellers to grow their own food or participate in communal

2011). Through the presence and acknowledgement of urban and

food production (McClintock, 2010). However, urban agriculture

peri-urban agriculture and the adaptation of a city region food

projects are most often no re-presentation of the larger scale

system approach, food gradually becomes an integral part of

food systems on which cities depend. The projects therefore often

urban areas and the physical distance between food production

fail to connect urban dwellers with the productive food systems

and consumption is thereby reduced.

and productive food landscapes that are located outside cities and

Food production areas in city regions can be divided in two
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that provide cities with food.

categories; urban agriculture and peri-urban agriculture. Urban

Peri-urban agriculture includes all food production areas around

agriculture is best defined as ‘food production that occurs within

cities that over time became part of the influence sphere of a city.

the borders of cities. Such production takes place in backyards,

These areas form a dynamic interface between cities and rural

on rooftops, in communal vegetable- and fruit gardens and on

areas and have the potential to host connections between urban

and rural areas and serve as a frame of reference of productive

urban areas (Pothukuchi, 1999; Forster, 2015; Zeeuw, 2015;

food systems for urban consumers. Such a future is portayed in

Zeunert, 2016). However, the presence and proximity of

the horizon of Panorama Nederland as well (figure 3)(CRA, 2018).

productive food landscapes does not guarantee that consumers

The productive food landscapes are increasingly acknowledged

do access, experience and connect with these landscapes. The

for their deliverance of local food, as well as recreational

appearance and design of an area affects what and how people

(recreational routes and visiting facilities), educational (contact

see and experiene specific areas and specific aspects within the

with animals and teaching about ecology) and other social

environment.

services (Zasada, 2011). However, they are also increasingly
under pressure from other land use demands including
residential, commercial and industrial uses, infrastructure
development, leisure green spaces, nature conservation and
energy installations (Zasada, 2011). Peri-urban agriculture areas
that are functional for and appreciated by cities are less likely
to be affected and the strength of the connection between the
city and the peri-urban agriculture area is therefore important
for their continued existence (Zasada, 2011). Keeping these areas

This is not only the case with food landscapes but applies to all
sorts of landscapes and elements within landscapes. A river, for
example, can flow through the core of a city but the functions
that have been assigned to the river, the way it is embedded and
included within other spatial structures and the design of the
direct surrounding of the river determine to a great extent how
residents experience, value the river and connect with it. This is
also the case for a productive food landscape.

profitable and functional in terms of agriculture and at the same
time using them as connection between urban and rural areas
requires design. This type of area forms the focus within this
thesis project.

The potential of the eco-revelatory design approach
In the field of landscape architecture there is already a body of
knowledge on the human-environment relation, how people

Designing experiential peri-urban food landscapes
If food production systems and landscapes do not form visible
and accessible part of urbanized societies on a day-to-day basis,
food production will remain an imperceptible phenomenon
for urban consumers (Zeunert, 2016). Through the presence
and acknowledgement of urban and peri-urban agriculture
and the adaptation of a city region food system approach, food
gradually becomes an integral part of urban areas. Designing
city regions that include and embrace food production is a
first step towards more visible and accessible food systems in

experience and connect with their direct living environment. As
Kaplan (1998) stated: “Landscape architects shape and makes
sense of our experience of place and landscape” (Kaplan, 1998).
However, within the field of landscape architecture, there is little
attention for the specific experience and possible connection
of human beings with food related landscapes. This seems an
interesting focus for research in the light of the desired reduction
of the problematic individual rift between food production and
consumption.
The eco-revelatory design approach is an example of a research
and design approach that focuses on the human-environmental
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relationship. Over the past twenty years landscape architecture

of human consciousness; in this sense, eco-revelatory designs

has re-invested in ecological driven design and this re-

are educative landscapes, pushing their visitors to think, gain

investment resulted in a variety of specified eco-landscape design

perspective, and make new information their own (Arisoy, 2013).

approaches among which the eco-revelatory design approach
(Celic, 2013; Ware, 2004). As all eco-design approaches, the ecorevelatory design approach aims to design ecological sustainable
landscapes (Celik, 2013). Most eco-design approaches focus on
creating ecological sustainability, which refers to the capacity of
a system to maintain a continuous flow of whatever each part
of that system needs for a healthy existence (Celik, 2013). When
applied to ecosystems including human beings, it refers to the

The eco-revelatory design approach has mainly been used and
applied to design experiential water systems and reveal ecological
phenomena (Liverman, 2007). De Munnik (2018) recently linked
the approach to climate change within her Master thesis project
‘revealing the urban climate’. The approach has not been linked
to food related systems and landscapes and the potential to reveal
food systems thereby remains unknown so far.

limitations imposed by the ability of the biosphere to absorb
the effects of human activities (Celik, 2013). The eco-revelatory
design approach attempts to increase both the ecological
sustainability of a landscape but emphasises the importance of
creating cultural sustainability (Celik, 2013). Proponents of the
eco-revelatory design approach believe that designing sustainable
eco systems can only be done by incorporating human beings
(Celik, 2013). How people interact with and perceive a landscape,
is important because “social and cultural systems are the ones
responsible for the continued and healthy association between
humans and nature: the cultural sustainability” (Desphande,
2013, p.24). This new eco-approach is distinctly different and
complementary to ecological design, and since it includes a more
technical approach for designing with natural processes, ecorevelatory designs reveals the significant ecological aspects of
a site and helps visitors build meaning and connection between
the landscape and their own lives (Arisoy,2013). The approach
attempts to enhance site ecosystems by creating more direct
connections between fundamental ecological and cultural
processes and the phenomenological experience of landscape
(Arisoy,2013). These connections are stimulated by engaging
users by appealing to both the emotional and cognitive parts
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1.3 Knowlede gap and research objective
Scholars address the need to reduce the individual rift that
currently exists between food production and consumption
(McClintock, 2010; Korthals, 2018). The existing body of literature
provides insight and description of this problematic phenomenon.
Some attempts have already been undertaken to reduce the rift
but the individual rift still exists and further reduction is needed
to accomplish the desired transition towards sustainable and
resilient food systems (McClintock, 2010; Korthals, 2018).
Urbanized areas start to adapt city region food system
perspectives and aim to include food production as an integral
part of their city region. Food systems gradually become more
visible and accessible to urban consumers but little attention has
been payed to the design of these productive food landscapes
even though it is recognized that the appearance and design
determines how people see, experience, understand and connect
with specific landscapes and aspects within the landscape
(Kaplan, 1998).

My basic assumption is that the eco-revelatory design approach
does offers relevant knowledge and insights for designing
peri-urban food landscapes. However, as previously have been
mentioned, the approach has not been linked to the design of
food related landscapes so far. The applicability of the existing
eco-revelatory design principles for designing food related
landscapes has thereby not been examined.
Within this thesis project, the applicability and usefulness of
the eco-revelatory design principles for designing food related
landscapes in city regions is examined. The objective of this
thesis is to develop food-revelatory design principles that can
be used to design food landscapes in city regions that are not
only productive but also strengthen physical and psychological
connections between food production, consumption, producers
and consumers. Figure 4 shows the scope of this thesis.
This research is relevant for the field of landscape architecture
as it adds knowledge to an existing design approach and possibly
broadens its scope. The scientific relevance of this thesis consists
of a better understanding of the link between three concepts that

Figure 4. The scope of this thesis.

have not been linked before; the problematic rift between food
production and consumption, city region food systems and the
eco-revelatory design approach.

can for example be recognized in the hypothesis that stands at
the basis of this thesis research. The idea that the combination of
the three main concept within this thesis research; the rift, city

1.4 World view and research strategy

region food system approach and eco-revelatory design approach

The character of any research depends on the preconditions

food landscapes in city regions is based on abductive reasoning

and pre-assumptions of the researcher. For this research,

and can thereby be described as, what Raaphorst (2019) calls,

a pragmatist world-view is the underlying philosophical

a ‘pragmatic hypothesis’. Abduction entails a logical inference

standpoint and this influenced the research and research setup

or hypothesizing of a possible outcome (Peirce,1992). Based

in several ways. The pragmatist world-view of the researcher

on that envisioned outcome, a search for empirical data and

can result in a valuable perspective and approach for designing
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guiding principles is undertaken to confirm or adjust the original

based upon two main criteria; the area as a typical example of a

hypothesis (Dorst, 2011; Raaphorst, 2019).

productive peri-urban food landscape within a city region and

The aim of this thesis is to develop design principles that can
used to design productive and experiential food landscapes in
city regions. Design principles give guidance for design action,
meaning that they suggests a specific direction by excluding
many other possible, and by implication, less suitable ones

the area as clearly defined in terms of geographical borders and
food system. The Amstelscheg area is a clearly defined area that
consists of several polder entities and the dairy food system is
the most dominant food system within the Amstelscheg area in
terms of land use and economic value (Westerink,2016).

(Prominski, 2017). Developing and demonstrating principles

The Amstelscheg area is part of the Metropolitan region of

and guidelines is related to pragmatism, as it is concerned with

Amsterdam (MRA)(figure 6 and 7). Within the MRA there is

certain applications – what works – and solutions to problems

attention for the inclusion of food production to strengthen

(Patton, 1990). Pragmatists are especially interested in the

old- and create new connections between food production and

practical application of an idea or theory and the pragmatist

consumption. The attention resulted in a, for this research useful,

worldview beholds the strength to create design principles with

base of data and information on the city region food system

usable and design-relevant knowledge (Lenzholzer et al., 2017).

within the region. An example of an useful information source

The pragmatist world-view can also be recognized in the research
strategy and selection of research methods. A qualitative single
case study has been used to develop and demonstrate a new set of
design principles. Case study research is useful when studying a
phenomenon that cannot be isolated from its original context yet
needs to be studied in its totality and in a great amount of detail
(Kumar, 2014; Raaphorst, 2019). The in-depth analysis and focus
on the Amtelscheg context allows for the development of theory
that then can be tested elsewhere through other case studies (Yin,
1994).

is the spatial inventory of food players in the region that is part
of the Evidence-based Food System Design project, shown in
figure 5 (Bossum, 2018). A quick analysis of the MRA region
shows the main agricultural land uses within the region. In the
direct surrounding of the main urban core of this city region, the
city of Amsterdam, two main types of peri-urban agricultural
landscapes can be distinguished: first, the reclaimed land areas
that are mainly in use for the production of grain, potatoes,
beets and maize; second, the peat areas that are mainly in use
as grassland for livestock of which the main type of livestock is
dairy farming. The Amstelscheg area belongs to the second type.
The Amstelscheg has a lot of potential to accommodate
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1.5 Test case: Amstelscheg area

connections between the consumption of dairy products and

This thesis focuses on a specific landscape: the Amstelscheg dairy

this area as connection between urban and rural has also been

landscape. This area has been selected as test case for a single

described in the regional vision (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2010),

qualitative case study in order to develop the design principles,

is expressed by individual initiatives at farms (i.e. a milk tap)

the production of dairy products, since the ambition to use

Figure 5 . MRA inventory of food players (Bossum, 2018)

Figure 6 . The Amstelscheg in the MRA Region (Bing Maps edited)

Figure 7. Test case area. The Amstelscheg (Google maps)
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and through collective initiatives for specific ‘Amstelscheg’

Design question: How to design a revelatory Amstelscheg dairy

food brands (i.e. ‘Amstelgoed’ and ‘Farmers of the Amstel’).

landscape that facilitates the reduction of the rift between food

Although the proximity to the city, the relation with the city is

production and consumption?

far from optimal according to Stichting beschermers Amstelland
(SBA,2019).

1.6 Research questions

The research strategy to answer the main question incorporates

The previously stated research objective have been translated into

both research and design and can be divided in two main phases;

the following main question:

a research for design phase and research through designing

What food revelatory design principles can be developed for
designing an Amstelscheg dairy landscape that facilitates the
reduction of the rift between food production and consumption?
To answer this main research question and thereby fullfill the
research objective, sub-research and design questions has been
formulated. The three sub-research questions are focused on
the theoretical concepts that have been explained in the problem
statement; the city region food system, the rift between food
production and consumption and the eco-revelatory design
approach.
Sub-research question 1: What challenges can be derived from the
problematic rift between food production and consumption?
Sub-research question 2: How is the dairy system, as the most
dominant city region food system, embedded in the Amstelscheg
landscape?
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1.7 Research design and methods

phase. Figure 8 shows the complete research structure including
these two phases and the main and sub research questions.
Within the first part, research is supportive for the design and
is used to explore and understand certain phenomenon. The
research for design part contains three research questions. These
questions all cover one of the main theoretical concepts; the rift
between food consumption and production, the city region food
system and the eco-revelatory design approach.
The first sub-research question aims to provide a more in depth
understanding of the problematic individual rift between food
production and consumption that has been introduced in the
problem statement. Literature study is used as data collection
method to answer this question.
The second sub-research question aims to provide insight in
the general dairy food system and the site specific dairy system
within the context of the Amstelscheg landscape. The study
of Kasper (2017) provides guidance and structure for the food

Sub-research question 3: What eco-revelatory design principles

system analysis. A desk study is used to study the general dairy

are known and in what way can they be translated into

food system, its structure, components and the links between

preliminary food-revelatory principles ?

the components. The desk study is complemented with a visit to

Figure 8.
Research
overview
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a dairy farm (located in Amstelscheg), a visit to a calf husbandry

research objective, design and methods are described and a

(Located in Barneveld) and three semi-structured interviews

comprehensible description of the scope, content and structure of

with dairy farmers within the Amstelscheg (Appendix e). The site

this research is given. The structure of the coming chapters is as

visits and semi-structured interviews also provide insight for

follows:

the site analysis of the Amstelscheg landscape. Several methods
of data collection are used for the site analysis including map
analysis, document analysis and field observations. The design
method sketching, both by hand and digital, is be used to process
the information.

Chapter two, three and four are linked to the sub research
questions that are part of the research for design phase of
this thesis research. Chapter two is linked to the second subresearch question and contains a further exploration of the
problematic social and individual rift between food production

The third sub-research question aims to provide insight in

and consumption. Chapter three is linked to the first research

existing eco-revelatory design principles. Literature study

question and contains the analysis of the dairy food system in

is used as data collection method to create an inventory of

the context of the Amstelscheg landscape. Chapter four is linked

repeating themes and input for a set of eco-revelatory design

to sub-research question three and contains an inventory of

principles. The outputs of the literature study is complemented

existing eco-revelatory design principles.

with a reference study. The goal of the reference study is to
create an inventory of projects and images that help understand
the theoretical eco-revelatory design principles derived from
literature.
The outcomes of the three sub-research questions form the input
for the second part of this research; the development of foodrevelatory design principles. This second part of the research is
characterized by a research through designing process that is
more elaborately described within chapter 5 (page 86). Figure 9
provides an overview over the used methods in this thesis project.

The insights described in chapter two, three and four are
combined within chapter five and shows how the research
outcomes has served as input for a research through design
process used to generate food-revelatory design principles.
Chapter six includes the design outcomes of this thesis research
and thus shows the applicability of the newly developed foodrevelatory design principles.
Chapter seven contains the conclusion, discussion and
recommendation that result from this thesis research, including a
critical reflection on this research and design thesis.

1.8 Guide for the reader
This first chapter of this report included the problem statement,
thesis statement and knowledge gap that form the incentive
for this thesis research. Within the previous chapter, the
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Figure 9 . Methods and materials
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Chapter 2

The rift between food production and
consumption
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2.1 Introduction
This chapter provides an answer
on the first sub-research question
and contains a more in in-depth
exploration of the problematic
individual rift between food
production and consumption.

In order to tackle and reduce the individual rift we must first understand what
it entails. This chapter provides an answer on the first sub-research question:
What challenges can be derived from the problematic rift between food production
and consumption? Literature study is conducted in order to answer this question.
Paragraph 2.2 includes a description of what the individual rift entails and how it
developed over time. Paragraph 2.3 includes an inventory of challenges, goals and
possible solutions that have been proposed and described within the existing body of
literature on the rift. The last paragraph of this chapter argues for the need to adopt a
holistic perspective on the problem.

2.2 Theoretical background
Various scholars, with different scientific backgrounds, described aspects of the
individual rift between food production and consumption. The writings of Korthals
(2018), for example are characterized by his philosophical background and the
writings of Viljoen and Wiskerke (2012) are characterized by their social geographical
and spatial planning background. There have been attempts to collect and link
different fields of knowledge and perspectives on the rift as well: Omrod (2016)
collected input through an overview research to provide an elaborate description of
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the rift within his book ‘Changing our environment, changing

both a pre-requisite for and a result of the continual search for

ourselves’. Furthermore, Duncan and Bailey (2017) used the input

food and collaboration with nature (Korthals,2018).

of various scholars to describe multidisciplinary solutions for
a sustainable food future, partly focussed on a reduction of the
individual rift.

Through the development of new food processing and production
methods and tools, the required time that was needed for the
production and uptake of food declined. The use of simple
methods such as heating and cutting food diminished the time
necessary to digest food; whereas the start of the domestication

The enlargement of the individual rift
To fully understand the individual rift between food production
and consumption, it is worthwile to look at rift within the
context of the development of our food provisioning system
throughout time. The rift didn’t suddenly arose as a result of one
specific development but it resulted from various consecutive
developments within the sphere of food availability in the
biophysical environment, and the consumers and the producers
of various foods. (Wiskerke, 2006; Philips, 2006; McClintock,
2010; Duncan, 2017; Korthals, 2018).
Changing relations between consumers and their food (origins)
Korthals (2018) elaborately describes how the system of food
provisioning changed over time and points out how different
developments contributed to the rift. According to Korthals
(2018) the first human beings gathered their food from their
direct living environment; hunters and gatherers developed
skills to catch and collect their food within their direct living
environment. By doing so they learned about their living
environment and over time they knew what their direct
environment had to offer in terms of food, where they could
find the food and when it would be available. These first human
beings were, through their need for food, strongly connected with
their direct living environment. Insight in the environment was
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of animals - for consumption - and crops reduced the time
needed to gather and produce edible food. Yet, preparation
of meals remained a core activity of many people for a long
time, only to change drastically because of the 18th century
industrial revolution (Moore 2000; Omrod, 2016; Korthals,
2018). The introduction of steam engines replaced a lot of
manual labour and lesser people were necessary in the food
production and processing; leaving more people being ‘just’
consumers; especially urban consumers became less and less
involved in the food production and distribution chain (Dickens,
1990; Giddens,1991; Sharp, 2016). Only a small percentage of
the population became responsible for the productions and
distribution of food “the food producers” (Korthals, 2018).
Among these food producers are the farmers who became the
experts who knew how to collaborate with nature and use it to
produce food.
Changing relation between food producers and consumers
Most consumers in developed countries such as the Netherlands
are completely dependent on food producers for their food.
Scholars point to the lack of contact and communication
between food producers and consumers, as a consequence
of upscaling supply chains in the light of cost effectiveness,
in which the distance between producers and suppliers of
goods and services on the one hand and the consumers and

customers on the other hand (Philips, 2006; Oosterveer, 2007;

2007; Bello, 2008 ; Hopper, 2016; Korthals, 2018). The farmer’s

Viljoen, 2012; Duncan, 2017; Korthals, 2018). For many products

shift of orientation results in food systems that have become less

it is already the case that relations between producers and

connected or embedded in the locality of a place (Wiskerke, 2009;

consumers are characterized by anonymity (Philips, 2006). This

Duncan,2017). Furthermore, Roep and Wiskerke (2006) argue

anonymity in relationships contributes to the current ‘food from

that place of production has gradually lost its influence over the

nowhere’ culture and is accompanied by an increasing level

quality and characteristics - such as flavor - of many products

of formalization in relationships, such as regulations, quality

(Roep, 2006), meaning that the local or regional distinctiveness

control systems - all to compensate for the lack of direct contact

of products has largely disappeared. Through this kind of loss

and personal trust (Viljoen, 2012; Sonnino, 2016; Duncan, 2017).

of uniqueness and identity, consumers can also lose any sense

With lack of direct contact, exchange and familiarity between

of belonging and identification (Wiskerke, 2009), resulting in

consumers and producers, there is an increasing distrust between

standardization of products or ‘eenheidsworst’ (unified sausage)

food producers and consumers (Korthals, 2018); And this is

in Dutch. Increasingly, this is compensated for by constructing a

important since the contact and communication between food

new identity or image around goods or services (Castells, 2004),

producers and consumers is not only essential for the exchange of

often referring to (non-existant) artinasal feelings.

information and knowledge but also for the exchange of norms,
values and the true costs of our food (Korthals, 2018).
Changing relation between food producers and the biophysical
environment
The connection and relation between food producers, physical
places and the biophysical environment also changed over
time. From the second half of the twentieth century there is an
intensification of processed foods, which rely increasingly on
inputs from non-farm origins (Omrod, 2016). Farmers who are
still connected with physical land often stand under pressure of
the global and capitalistic food system: in which food systems
have become more and more globally, instead of locally oriented
and the production of food is no longer driven by local cultures,
but by the economies of scale (Wiskerke, 2015; Steel, 2008).
Farmers need to compete in economic sense, and are therefore
driven to seek the boundaries of natural resources and land which
often results in environmental damage and depletion (Desmarais,

2.3 Reducing the individual rift
Without going back in time and redeveloping a society in which
everyone produces their own food, the rift can be reduced by
the development of a food system in which the aforementioned
relationships between food production, food consumption and the
biophysical environment are strenghtened (figure 10 and 11):
A. Consumers and the origin of their food.
The trend of stronger relations between consumers and the
origin of their food can be regarded as a consequence of the
current untransparant and untracable character of food chains
and components within those chains (Wiskerke,2009; Viljoen,
2012; Hopper, 2016; Korthals, 2018). The increasing amount of
components in the food chain disengages people with their food
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origins, resulting in lack of understanding food provisioning.

Korthals (2018) point out how involvement in food production

Scholars describe possible solutions for strengthening the

activities can lead to necessary food skills, such as knowledge

loosened connection between consumers and the origin of their

about the true costs behind a product. McClintock (2010) points

food (McClintock, 2010; Zasada 2011; Korthals, 2018).

out how food-growing activities can help re-establish a conscious

First, some scholars point to the stimulation of ‘self-produce
initiatives’ and emphasize the shift from direct to ‘increasingly

metabolic relationship between humans and our biophysical
environment by reintegrating intellectual and manual labour.

abstract and symbolic’ contact with the outside environment

Scholars also point to initiatives that stimulate a more indirect

(McClintock, 2010). By physically labouring the soil, sowing

involvement with food production and physical productive

seeds, cultivating, harvesting and preparing food, self-produce

land that are based on partial ownership and are referred to

initiatives mend individual rift by reengaging individuals with

as ‘Community Supported Agriculture initiatives’ which are a

their own metabolism of the natural environment (McClintock,

community- based cooperation of a farmer with consumers (Galt,

2010). “Not only do experiences in the garden bring the urban

2013; Lamb, 1994).

farmer, gardener or beekeeper into direct contact with the
biophysical environment—soil, plants, water, sunshine, rain,
worms, insects, birds—as prescribed by the behavioural scientists
cited above, but also allows him or her to experience and
metabolize the surrounding landscape, transforming it into a
product that he or she can consume” (McClintock, 2010, p.202).

Furthermore, scholars point to connections with productive food
landscapes that are based on the functional use or appreciation
of a particular productive food landscape (Zasada, 2011). Beyond
traditional agricultural functions, peri-urban agriculture areas
are increasingly acknowledged for their deliverance of local food,

Figure 10 . The three main rift-relations: A. Consumers and the origin of their food. B. Connection between producers and consumers. C.
Connection between producers and the biophysical environment.
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as well as recreational, educational and other social services
(Zasada, 2011). Using and knowing poductive food landscapes can
contribute to consumers
The role of landscape architects in the strenghtening of the
relation between consumers and the origin of their food through
direct engagement with food, lies within the creation and
ideation of places that facilitate active involvement and education
of consumers in food production activities.

B. Connection between producers and consumers
The lack of direct contact and communication, exchange and
familiarity between food producers and consumers (Viljoen,
2012; Duncan, 2017; Korthals, 2018) leads to increasing distrust
between involved parties (Korthals, 2018). There are several way
in which trust can be restored.

Figure 11 . In order to reduce the rift, these three rift relations need to be
strenghtened.

intended to create a space outside of the neo-liberal mainstream
system through shortening the supply chain and connecting
consumers to (often small- scale) farmers (Hopper, 2016). The
shorter supply chain of local production is perceived by advocates

First, confidence in the food system arises, according to Korthals

as being more transparent and creating superior social and

(2018), from daily, informal contact but this form of contact has

environmental outcomes than the mainstream system (Harris et

become unusual or even impossible due to the physical and social

al. 2012 ; Lyons et al. 2013 ; Heeter 2006).

rift (p54); which is why stimulation of direct contact is needed
(Korthals 2018). Second, scholars point to the need to create
more transparent food chains and food production components
(Wiskerke,2009; Viljoen, 2012; Hopper, 2016; Korthals, 2018)
and point to alternative food networks as the more transparent
chains within the current system (Duncan, 2017). ‘Alternative
food networks’ (AFN) is an umbrella concept that covers a broad
range of local food production, distribution and retail activities,
‘including farmers markets, direct marketing, community
supported agriculture, vegetable box delivery, community

Moreover, Korthals (2018) advocates for more ‘ethical room
for manoeuvre’ within our food chains which can be created
through three steps: first, we need to free up space and time in
all links of the food chain for the articulation, consideration and
implementation of issues raised by consumer concerns; second,
we need to support information systems that are relevant to
consumers and communicative; and third, we need to organize
consumer involvement in the links of the food chain (Korthals,
2018).

gardens and food cooperatives’ (Harris 2009, p.355). AFN’s are
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The role of landscape architects in the strenghtening of the

disappeared. Many alternative food networks are based upon

relation between food producers and consumers, lies within the

branding the region’s own special character, whether this is

development of places where food producers and consumers can

found in socio-cultural, cultural-historical, landscape-related

meet, exchange goods and interact in order to develop insight in

or other features - and as such, the region provides the basis for

the food production system and one another, as well as designing

the production of distinctive and unique products, creating the

the routes and networks to make a place embedded in the right

possibility for retaining more net value added in the region by

context.

exploiting the region’s endogenous development potential (Roep,
2006).

C. Connection between producers and the biophysical environment.
Food systems have become more and more globally, instead of
locally oriented and as a result of this orientation shift, food

Landscape architects can contribute to the strenghtening of the
relation between food producers and the biophysical environment
by designing agro-systems that are functionally and culturally
linked to the local geography with its distinctive characteristics.

systems have become less connected and embedded in the local
biophysical environment (Wiskerke, 2009; Duncan,2017).
Scholars address the need to shift from the ruling ‘food from
nowhere culture’ towards a more ‘place-based food culture’ in
order to reduce the rift (Viljoen and Wiskerke, 2012; Sonnino,
2016; Duncan, 2017; Korthals, 2018); or the need for ‘glocal’

The individual rift includes various apsects and this chapter

food systems (Robbertson, 1992) in which the local and global

includes an inventory of aspects, challenges and goals that

influences have a balanced impact on the system. Duncan and

have been linked to the three rift relations that together form

Bailey (2017) state that local food systems cannot be separated

the individual rift. The aspects, challenges and goals have been

from the influence of the global food system, but many outcomes

described as separated aspects but are in fact interlinked in

of interest are spatially bounded and locally important. Moreover,

various ways. In this thesis I tried to create an inventory of the

food production cannot be de-coupled from the influence of local

overall challenges and goals that can contribute to the reduction

factors, such as pollinator declines and climate change impact

of the individual rift. These sub-challenges and goals seem

(Lesk,2016; Duncan, 2017).

relevant and useful to provide focus for spatial interventions.

Roep and Wiskerke (2006) argue that place of production has
gradually lost its influence over the quality and characteristics
- such as flavor - of many products (Roep, 2006), meaning
that the local or regional distinctiveness of products has largely
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2.4 Adapting a holistic perspective

However, the aim was not to arrange a mutually exclusive and
collectively exhaustive series of sub-challenges and goals. These
sub-challenges and goals are the result of a literature study in
which often recurring themes have been selected, linked and
described. This study does not provide a collectively exhaustive

series of challenges and goals. There are other challenges that
can be derived from the rift but this selection seemed most
relevant as these challenges were addressed by various scholars.
Furthermore, these challenges should be understand as partially
overlapping and therefore often complementary.
The proposed sub-challenges and goals should therefore not be
understand and adopted as independent challenges but are best
seen as one interlinked holistic challenge. It is from a holistic
perspective that different aspects of the rift can be highlighted
and adressed, which is most benificial for reducing the individual
rift.
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Chapter 3

Amstelscheg dairy landscape &
City region food system
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3.1 Introduction
This chapter provides an answer
on the second sub-research
question and includes an
analysis of the dairy system
within the context of the
Amstelscheg landscape.

“Apprehending how food systems and landscape are mutually constituted as a
critical first step towards shaping both.”
(Potteiger , 2013, p.261)

This chapter is about taking this critical first step as mentioned by Potteiger. The
content of this chapter provides an answer on the second sub-research question
of this thesis: ‘How is the dairy system, as the most dominant city region food
system, embedded in the Amstelscheg landscape?’ In order to find an answer on
this question, an analysis has been carried out. This analysis of the Amstelscheg
dairy landscape starts with an inventory of the dairy food system, its components
and the links between them. The city region food system model of Kaspers (2017)
(figure 13) is used to study the dairy food system followed by the first systematic
inventory of the dairy system, used as base to study the dairy system within the
context of the Amstelscheg landscape. The analysis includes both inventory by
answering questions such as: What components are present in the Amstelscheg?
Where are they located and what are their characteristics? Besides the inventory
the analysis is used to gain an in-depth understanding of the food system by
asking ‘why’ questions such as: Why are these components included and why
aren’t others included? Why is this component located at this specific location?
Throughout the whole analysis, the outcomes of the interviews with dairy farmers
in the Amstelscheg are used to strengthen the body of knowledge and describe site
specific situations, problems and perspectives.
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3.2 Theoretical background

disposing of food (Potteiger, 2013). The configuration of these
sectors varies across industrial and community food systems
and through institutional, emergency, and other types of food

Food systems and food landscapes

systems (Potteiger, 2013). On the second scale, the sectors of
the food system are embedded as constituent parts of other

Over the past decade, planners and designers have begun to

systems of landscapes and infrastructure, including land use,

propose visions for alternative food spaces and developed a more

transportation, housing, water, sanitation, energy, and ecological

comprehensive understanding of the relationship between food

systems (Potteiger, 2013). On the third level, each sector of the

and landscape (Potteiger,2013). The notion of food systems is a

food and landscape system takes place and shapes individual

useful organizing metaphor for apprehending the complex and

spaces (Potteiger,2013). Scholars use the concept ‘food scape’

dynamic relationships between food and landscape (Potteiger,

to emphasize the interwoven structure of food systems and

2013).

landscape, for instance, Mikkelsen (2011) defines foodscapes

Food systems, according to Potteiger (2013), can be conceived as
operating on three levels. To start, the term “food system” refers
to organization of multiple processes and transformation of food

as “physical, organizational and sociocultural spaces in which
people encounter meals, food and food related issues including
health messages” (Mikkelsen, 2011, p 209).

in to several primary sectors that cohere around the practices of

Food systems should be understood as an integral aspect of

producing, processing, distributing, marketing, consuming, and

our living environment and landscape. Landscapes are often
described and analysed as a system of layers. Kerkstra and
Vrijlandt (1988) distinguished the surface-, network- and
occupation layer. This layer perspective is based on a complex
of theoretical images and thoughts on the influence of human
activity on biotic and abiotic aspects of the environment and vice
versa (Kerkstra, 1988). The food system should not be understood
as an additional layer of the landscape but as integral part of all
these layers (Figure 12).

Figure 12 . A food
system in relation to

The food and agriculture organization of the United nations

the landscape layer

(FAO) proposes a food system on the city regional level, to reduce

model (Kerkstra and
Vrijlandt, 1988. edited)
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City region food system approach

complexity in food flows, and to convert the system to a practical

Figure 13 . City region food system
model (Kaspers, 2017)

level that can be used to restore urban-rural linkages (FAO &

(Feagan, 2007). Further, regions are seen to be geographic

RUAF Foundation, 2015). This new system is further developed

units of both stability and change where internal and external

by researchers of the Landscape Architecture chair at the

forces are continuously transforming and reinforcing regions

Technical University of Berlin as the ‘City Region Food System

in a multitude of ways (Feagan,2007). The boundaries of a city

(CRFS)’ (Kasper et al., 2017). This planning approach is promoted

region food system are site-specific and very much dependent

worldwide by the FAO and UN-Habitat and can be defined as:

on different criteria, taking place in that region (Feagan,

“The complex relation of actors, relations and processes related

2009). Criteria such as social coherence, natural conditions,

to food production, processing, marketing and consumption, and

jurisdictional boundaries and connections with its surroundings

related wastes and nutrient management and support services

can set limits to a food system (Dubbeling et al., 2009), useful

in a given geographical region that includes one main or several

for setting a regional food-system boundary. Though it is

smaller urban centres, surrounding peri-urban and rural areas

important to keep in mind that certain components within a food

that exchange people, goods and services across the urban rural

system, might be located outside the ‘set boundaries,’ while still

continuum” (FAO,2014). Regions are an outcome of structural

being part of the city region food system (Kasper et al., 2017).

change and the contingency of local-place context and agency,

A city region food system is not only shaped by the dynamics

both of which are products and drivers of socio-spatial processes

charactistics for that particular city region (i.e. the city and it
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urban fringe and rural hinterland) but also, and sometimes even
predominantly, by dynamics at a distance (Zeeuw,2015).

City region food systems consist out of five spatialized

The city region food system approach aims to view food in a

components, following the stages of a food chain: production,

systemically way which serves as a lens for analysing food as

processing, distribution, consumption and disposal/valorization

part of the urban metabolism with flows between components

(Kasper et al., 2017) (Figure, 13).

and interfaces with other relevant thematic fields of urban
planning and design in city regions (Kasper et al., 2017). Given
the multidimensionality of the city region food systems, a
variety of (im)material urban–rural linkages and interactions
should be looked at such as “ecological interactions (energy,
water, waste, other resources, pollution), social interactions
(people, information, innovation, practices, ideas) and economic

The first component ‘Production’ includes, according to Kasper
(2017) both the actual land/space on/in which food is produced,
as well as the actors realising this production. It mainly takes
place in rural areas, though some initiatives take place in the
city (urban agriculture, agro parks, vertical farming etc.). This
component is very dependent on different input-resources to

interactions (material, commodities capital, production, goods)”

create the concerning food product (Kasper et al., 2017).

(Kasper et al., 2017, p.191). When designing a sustainable city

The second component ‘processing’ is described by Kaspers

region food system, it is important to start with an overview
of the current situation and better understanding of regional
food dynamics is necessary to contribute to the development
and design of more sustainable urban and regional foodscapes
(Wiskerke, 2015; Potteiger, 2013; Kasper et al., 2017). Following
the city region food system approach, one needs to investigate
the system spatially through analysing all processes, actors and
flows taking place in each food system component (Kasper et al.,

(2017) as “the transformation process of agricultural products,
comprising methods of preservation, industrial food processing,
and food preparation” (Kasper et al., 2017, p.1013). Its location
is often nearby the production site, though this is not a
prerequisite. The proximity to production components and the
character of the processing components depends on the type of
product and mode of agricultural production (Kasper et al., 2017).

2017). Some important steps to take, when analysing the current

The third component ‘distribution’ is described by Kasper (2017)

food-system encompass (Kasper et al., 2017):

as “the process of transport of raw and processed food from

• Structure resource- and process flows, and make them visible

food production and/or processing sites to consumers, including
wholesale and retail” (Kasper et al., 2017, p.1013). Both transport

• Localize actors and their role in the food system

as well as actual markets or shops are part of the spatial

• Remark problems and discuss potential changes

points for consumers, shaped in different market types (Kasper et

• Identify possible synergies between components/sectors
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Spatial components of a city region food system

expressions of distribution. Such retail sites embody food access
al., 2017).

The component ‘consumption’ is described by Kasper (2017)
as “the preparation of food, food culture aspects, and the
transformation into organic waste” (Kasper et al., 2017, p.1013).
In moving towards more consumption sustainability we can think
in terms of information and education on healthy and sustainable
food, and accessibility to food market places. Providing public
institutions with healthy and sustainable meals are policy-driven
initiatives that have the capability of reaching big platforms
and therewith inspire others in consuming more sustainably.
These initiatives can also provide a market for regional farmers,
reinforcing a regional economy (Brannen et al., n.d.).
The last component ‘disposal/valorization’ refers to all waste
products coming from each component in the food system. Due
to this big range, waste takes place on multiple different scales,
from industrial dumping sites to household level. Waste can
either be disposed, or re-used as an input-source (Kasper et al.,
2017).
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3.3 The ‘dairy’ city region food system

meaning that farmers are obliged to own enough land to

A city region food system can be analysed as a whole, including

produced by their cows (Commissie grondgebondenheid, 2018).

flows of all types of products (Kasper et al., 2017). The focus of

However, the land bound character has come under pressure,

this thesis project however focusses on a specific part of a city

because dairy farmers have enlarged their livestock without

region food system, the part that is related to the dairy sector.

investing in extension of land surface (Rli, 2018). Due to this

A product specific city region food system can be analysed

intensification, dairy farmers became more dependent on crop

using the city region food system approach and model of Kasper

farms and industries that produce animal feed (Commissie

(2017). Figure 15 provides an overview of the components

grondgebondenheid, 2018).

and subcomponents that together form a dairy food system.
The overview and summary of the system aims to create a
basic understanding of dairy components, sub components
and linkages rather than give a complete overview. The main
components are marked with colours and the basic relations
and flows between the subcomponents are described. The fifth
main component disposal/valorisation has been included in the

produce fodder for their cows and to process the manure that is

Calf husbandries and the breeding bull industry are components
that are mainly linked to the intensive dairy system. A dairy
cow needs to give birth to a calf a few time a year in order to
produce milk. In order to become pregnant, many dairy cows are
inseminated with sperm that has been produced on a specialized
farms that breed bulls.

overview but is beyond the scope of this thesis and therefore not
further explained.
The following inventory provides an overview of the main
components and sub-components of the dairy system. This is
however not a closed circular system, but gives an indication of
some external linkages.

Dairy production
The production component of the dairy chain consists of multiple
sub components; dairy farms, crop farms for fodder production,
calf husbandries and breeding bull farms (figure14). In the
Netherlands, there are approximately 15.500 dairy farms and
these dairy farms own approximately 0,823 million hectares of
ground. Dutch dairy farm are traditionally land bound systems
Figure 14 . Images of dairy production sub-components
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Dairy Processing
Most of the products that are produced by the production
components still need to processed before they can be
consumed or used by others. The processing components
includes the following sub-components: dairy product
factories, slaughterhouses and manure processors (figure
17). Other not specifically dairy components, for example
the packaging industry are linked to the processing
components but aren’t included in the scope of this thesis.
Raw milk is the main product and is nowadays collected by
cooled trucks from dairy farms and processed into cheese,
milk powder, milk for consumption, condensed milk,
butter, butter oil and other products. These transformation
processes mainly take place in factories (figure 16). Only
1,5% of the raw milk stays on dairy farms for direct
consumption or on farm processing (Rli, 2018).
Calves and old dairy cows are by-products of the raw
milk production process and are processed into meat for
human consumption. There are approximately 63 trade
places for cattle, 9 large scale cattle slaughterhouses and

Figure 15 . Overview of
components and subcomponents of a dairy city
region foodsystem.
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7 calf slaughterhouses in the Netherlands. A dairy cow can
deliver approximately 300 kilo of meat and this meat is often
processed into sausages and minced meat (RLI,2018). Besides
old dairy cows, approximately 1,5 milion calves are processed
into calves meat. A calf can deliver approximately 150 kilo of
meat and the calves are often processed by companies that
combine various activities such as animal feed production,
slaughter and transport, for example the VanDrie Group and
the Pali-Group (WeCR, 2017). The animals are transported to
slaughterhouses where they are checked, dazed and killed,
waxed and slaughtered. After a second check the meat is
transported to butchers who process it into smaller portions
for consumption (Voedingscentrum, 2019).
Manure is also a by-product of the milk production. Dairy
farmers often use the collected manure as fertilizer for their
grassland and eventual crops. The manure can be spread
over the fields in the period of February until September. The
manure is processed by dividing the compound in liquid and
solid particles, and this process often takes place on individual
farms or collectively by specified manure processing
companies.

Figure 17 . Images of dairy processing sub-components
Figure 16 . Overview of dairy factories in the Netherlands (RVO.nl, - ZuivelNL 2018)
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Dairy distribution
The Dutch dairy industry is characterized as efficient due to
large scale systems of processing and marketing (RVO,2014).
The industry serves a variety of markets, from supermarket
groups in Europe to consumers in Asia and Africa. In 2018, only
7,3 % of the raw milk that was produced on dairy farms in the
Netherlands was used for daily fresh dairy products - the cooled
products that can be found in supermarkets. The remainder
is used for long-life products such as cheese and milk powder
which are for a large part exported outside the Netherlands
(ZuivelNL, 2018). Dairy products are distributed via distribution
centres towards supermarkets, specialty stores, restaurants,

Figure 18 . Images of dairy distribution sub-components

mainly through the use of trucks (figure 18).

Dairy consumption
Milk, yoghurt and cheese form a familiar part of the typical and

Diets change over time and the consumption of dairy products -

most common Dutch diets. The average consumption of dairy

sort and appropriate amount - have always been a topic of debate

products in the Netherlands was in 2016 approximately 355

(Odegard, 2017). Currently it is discussed in relation to health but

gram a day, of which 42% milk, 15% yoghurt and 9% cheese

also in relation to climate change and sustainable diets. Scholars

(ZuivelNL, 2016). The by-products of the dairy production system

state that dairy products will remain part of the typical Dutch diet

are also consumed by Dutch consumers. In 2017, the average

but that the amount of dairy products consumed by consumers

Dutchmen consumed approximately 15.4kg kilo of beef (including

must be reduced in order create sustainable diets (Odegard, 2017)

weight of bones)(Dagevos, 2018). Dutch consumers consumed on

(figure 19).

average 1kg calf’s meat in 2017, which is the offspring of dairy
cows (Dagevos, 2018). However, most calf’s meat is exported to
countries where the products forms a more integral part of the
diet such as Germany and Italy (VVK,2015).

Figure 19 . Images of dairy consumption sub-components
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3.4 The Amstelscheg dairy landscape
This paragraph includes an analysis of the specific dairy city
region food system within the context of the Amstelscheg
landscape. The previous paragraphs served as input for the
analysis and this paragraph aims to answer the second sub
research question ‘How is the dairy system, as the most
dominant city region food system, embedded in the Amstelscheg
landscape?’. The analysis is used to find out what sub
components of the general dairy city region food system are
included in the Amstelscheg dairy landscape. Furthermore, it
describes how the system developed over time and the analysis
thereby provides insight in the processes and developments that
shaped the Amstelscheg dairy system and landscape.
Figure 20 . The position of the Amstelscheg in the MRA region (RTV Ronde Venen. edited)

The Amstelscheg in the MRA

later on in this chapter. Polder the ‘Ronde Hoep’ is well known, and

The metropolitan region of Amsterdam (MRA) consists of several

valued due to its unique parcel pattern that is perfectly preserved

built cores and the direct surroundings (figure 20). One of the

(Westerink, 2016). The polder entities do not have a protected

green wedges that lead into the main urban core of the area is

status but there is an organization that aims to protect the complete

the Amstelscheg, a peat meadow landscape in which several

Amstelscheg area as a valuable whole, called ‘stichting Beschermers

meandering peat rivers merge into the Amstel river. This green

Amstelland’ (SBA, 2017).

wedge leaves up an open green space within the urban area. The
combination of city edges, open space and network of peat rivers
with elevated dikes makes the area fond for recreational uses as
well, whereas the peat landscape itself is mainly in use for the
production of grass and dairy products (Westerink, 2016).

The current appearance of the Amstelscheg landscape is mainly

The Amstelscheg, also known as ‘Amstelland’ consists of several

and dairy processing. These characteristics conseqentially lead to

polder entities, shown in figure 21. The polders have different

dairy distribution and dairy consumption, which not necessarily

histories of origin that led to differences in characteristicsas well

take place in the Amstelscheg itself, but are related. These different

as differences in the soil, elevation levels and following parcel

aspects and their interrelations are explained hereafter.

patterns. The processes that shapes the polders will be explained
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The present dairy system in the Amstelscheg area
formed by grassland, in use by dairy farmers for dairy production

Figure 21 . The Amstelscheg
area consists of several polder
entities. (Provincie Noord
Holland. Leidraad Landschap
en Cultuurhistorie 2018)
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Dairy production
A dairy city region food system can include dairy farms, crop
farms for animal feed production, calf husbandries and breeding

dairy farms. Income isn’t the main reason for farmers to start
with additional functions and, in general, do not lead into an
increase of the farmers income (Westerink, 2016).

bull farms but the dairy farm is the only sub production
component that is present in the Amstelscheg dairy landscape.
The agricultural sector in the Amstelscheg consists mainly of
cattle farmers and approximately half of these farmers keep
dairy cows. The other farmers keep loose cattle, sheep, horses
and ponies but most of them used to have dairy cows in the past.
From an economic perspective, the dairy farmers are important
for the Amstelscheg as they are responsible for approximately
80% of the agricultural turnover within the area (Westerink,

Dairy processing
The amount of dairy processing components in the Amstelscheg
is limited. Most ‘output’ of the production is transported and
processed on places not located within the region. Most dairy
farms in the Amstelscheg are linked to a broader cooperation that
collects the raw milk with cooled trucks and transports it towards
large scale factories located outside of the Amstelscheg. There are

2016).

only two places in the Amstelscheg where raw milk is processed

There are approximately fifty active dairy farms in the

Maria Hoeve that is located in the west of the Amstelscheg and

Amstelscheg (Westerink, 2016). The farmyards are located at the
dikes and the grasslands spread out over the whole area. The
dairy farms in the Amstelscheg are, on average, smaller than
colleagues elsewhere in the country: both in terms of hectares
of grassland (+/-39 v.s. 49 ha ) and the number of cows (+/1,6 vs. 1,8 cow/ha) (Westerink, 2016). An important trend in
the Amstelscheg, but also in other parts of the Netherlands, is
the continuous increase in scale of dairy farms. However, dairy
farmers in Amstelland are dependent on the limited amount of
available land in the Amstelscheg and farmers who do expand

into dairy products at a small and on farm scale level; the Clara
the Rembrandshoeve that is located at the Amstel in the north
of the Amstelscheg. Most of the by-products that result from
the production of milk are also exported to places outside the
Amstelscheg. There is no slaughter house within the area, only
butchers who process already slaughtered meat into consumable
portions. Extensive farms use the manure that is produced
by their cows as fertilizer for their own grasslands and more
intensive farms need to process the surplus of their manure in
order to sell it to other farmers.

their bussines often profit from farmers who retire. Next to an
increasing scale level, there are also farmers in the Amstelscheg
who search for options to extend their bussines by adding
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Dairy distribution and consumption

additional functions such as nature management, recreation

The Amstelscheg is surrounded by urban areas on three sides:

functions, educational function and care functions. According to

Amsterdam in the north and east and Amstelveen in the west.

Westerink (2016), farmers who start with additional functions

The Figure 22 shows all the markets and public food facilities

often aim to enhance the general image that consumers have of

where dairy products are distributed among consumers. Most

Figure 22 . Inventory of
current dairy system in the
Amstelscheg landscape.
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are located within built areas but there are also some locations in
the open area of the Amstelscheg. The products that they sell are
mostly processed outside of the Amstelscheg area and need to be
imported via the infrastructure network, mainly transported by
trucks.

Processes and developments that shaped the dairy system
and the Amstelscheg landscape
The development of the dairy system and the Amstelscheg
landscape are inextricable linked. Processes and developments of
within the dairy system influenced the Amstelscheg landscape

Figure 23 . The process of soil subsidence. (Hollands Noorderkwartier)

and vice versa.

Soil subsidence
The Amstelscheg landscape was originally part of an extensive
peat swamp in the Netherlands that developed between the
coastal dune area and the Utrechtse Heuvelrug (Steenbergen,
2009). The area was drained by small peat rivers but the land was
too swampy to be beneficial for agriculture (Abrahamse, 2012).
Around the 11th and 13th century, people started to make the land
useful for agricultural purposes by creating small parallel ditches
landward from the Amstel (Provincie Noord Holland, 2018).
The first farmers in the Amstelscheg had mixed-use farms: the
highand dry parts were used for the cultivation of crops, mainly
oats and barley (Abrahamse, 2012), whereas animals were held on
the low and wet parts.
The drainage of the land led to a process in which the peat soils
shrank, oxidised and became more compact (Boersma, 2015).
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Figure 24 . Soil subsidence in the Amstelscheg (Abrahamse, 2012)

Figure 25 . Current level of soilsubsidence (Waternet. Edited)

Figure 26 .Thickness of the peat soil (Waternet. Edited)

Figure 27 . The elevation map shows the diﬀerences between
the reclemation areas and the Upperland (Ahn. Edited)

Land levels fell due to the resulting reduction in volume of the peat soil. In
time, the surface reached the water table, draining was needed again and the
land¬ subsidence cycle starts over (Boersma, 2015)(figure 23, 25,26).
Later on, due to the process of soil subsidence and falling soil levels, the
cultivation of crops was not profitable and the mixed farms turned into animal
husbandries (Abrahamse, 2012)(figure 24). Most farmers kept cows for milk and
meat production and maintained grassland for the production of raw cow feed
(Abrahamse, 2012).
Figure 28 .The reclemation areas and the Upperland. (Provincie Noord Holland.
Leidraad Landschap en Cultuurhistorie 2018)
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Figure 28 . Schematic section of the Amstelscheg with the reclemation areas, upperland areas and seepage ﬂows.

Peat excavation
After 1650, extensive peat excavation took place within the Amstelcheg area.
The peat soils were used as energy source to gain more profit from the land, the
excavated areas became lakes which have later on been reclaimed from the water
(Provincie Noord-Holland, 2018). The ‘Bovenkerkermeer’ resulted from the peat
excavation and mills were used to reclaim and transform the lake in the 17th century
into the ‘Bovenkerker polder’ whereas the Middelpolder near Amstelveen and the
Holendrechter and Bullewijkpolder at the east of Ouderkerk aan de Amstel were
excavated and reclaimed later on in the second half of the 19th century (Provincie
Noord-Holland, 2018).
The former peat excavation activities can still be recognized in the Amstelscheg area.
First, as it resulted in visible height differences (Figure 26). Second, as it has led
to a striking variety of parcelation patterns within the Amstelscheg area. The areas
that haven’t been excavated are now called ‘het bovenland’ (translated: the upper
land) and can be recognized through a characterstic fanning parcelation pattern. The
reclamation areas are characterised by a orthogonal parcelation pattern (figure 27).
The ring dikes form the a separation and the differences in height and parcelation
patterns can be experienced from the when standing on the dike.
The differences in elevation level affect the water flows in the underground. Water
flows from the heigher areas to the lower areas (figure 28 and 29) and the lower
reclamation areas thereby suffer from upwards seepage.

Figure 29 . Upward and downward seepage ﬂows in the
Amstelscheg (klimaateﬀectatlas. Edited)
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Modernization of transport and processing methods
The first dairy farms were independent companies - farmers took care of
the production but also needed to trade or sell their produce in order to gain
an income and Amsterdam was the main market for dairy farmers in the
Amstelscheg area (Abrahamse, 2012). Farmers transported their produce
by boat or cart to the city and the proximity of the city largely determined
whether farmers needed to process heir raw milk into products with a longer
shelf life (Abrahamse, 2012)(figure 30). Farmers who lived and worked within
approximately five kilometres of the city could bring their fresh milk to the city
but the longer a farmer needed to travel, the higher the risk was to arrive in the
city with spoiled milk. Farmers who lived more than five kilometres from the

Figure 30. Images of old dairy transport and processing methods.

city of Amsterdam therefore often started to process their milk into products
with a longer shelf life such as cheese (Abrahamse, 2012)(figure 31).
Transport methods developed and became faster, increased in scale and became
more luxurious. The motorized cooled milk truck for instance made it possible
to transport raw milk over longer distances. The distance between dairy farms
and cities became les determined and important and the development of the
transport methods formed the basis for the increase of scale in food systems.

The expansion of the city of Amsterdam
The city of Amsterdam arose between 1000 and 1200 ad. and developed into a
city with approximately 863.202 inhabitants (Rutte, 2014; CBS, 2019). The city
growth was steered and planned by urban designer C. van Eesteren, leaving
the Amstelscheg open on purpose. The plan is documented in the general
development plan for the city of Amsterdam that was created between 1928
and 1935 (Rutte, 2014). Van Eesteren emphasized the importance of open,
green areas within cities and he conceived the idea to develop a city structure
with green wedges such as the Amstelscheg (Rutte, 2014). The city structure of
Amsterdam with the green wedges is not unique, but can be found in cities such
as Kopenhagen.

Figure 31 . The 5 kilometer zone from the city of Amsterdam.
(Topotijdreis 1900. Edited)
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Because of the proximity of the Amstelscheg with Amsterdam in

has been tolerated for a long time but recent studies point to

the north and east and Amstelveen in the west, the land within

the various negative consequences of soil subsidence such as the

the Amstelscheg is highly valued and contested. The land prices

co2 emission, rising costs and the gradual loss of valuable Dutch

are high which affects the ability of farmers to expand their

cultural heritage (PBL, 2016; CRA, 2018). Business as usual is in

business (Steggerda, 2015). The Amstelscheg landscape is under

the eyes of the Dutch government not a sustainable option for the

constant pressure and there is a high risk for fragmentation

future, leading to a lot of attention and research on adaptation

in the area (Steggerda, 2015). Some parts of the Amstelscheg,

strategies and alternative land use scenarios (CRA, 2018).

especially the west side near the city edge of Amstelveen are

Current research programs describe three main strategies for the

already quite fragmented as different land use claims have been

development of more sustainable peat landscapes.

made, such as the large golf centre.

- Sub merged drainage system and intensive dairy farming:
Sub merged drains are tubes that can be implemented 10 to

Future developments and ambitions

20 cm beneath the water level of the ditch. The drains ensure
a high water level in the peat meadow plots, also in dry

The processes and developments that have been described in

periods when the peat oxidizes fastest. Peat meadow plots

the previous section took place in the past, however some of

with submerged drains make it profitable for dairy farmers

these processes and developments are still ongoing and still

to work on wet peat lands, while the rate of soil subsidence is

influence the appearance and functioning of the dairy system

diminished. (van den Akker, 2010; PBL, 2016).

and the Amstelscheg landscape. Furthermore, new processes and
developments have started and will influence them in the future.
Within this section, the main development, that will affect the
dairy system and Amstelscheg landscape in the nearby future,
will be described.

- Water level fixation and extensive dairy farming: Water
level fixation means a fixation of the then-current water
level which eventually leads to a reduction in the level of
soil subsidence but also a decrease in the productiveness
and carrying capacity of grasslands.Farmers need to adapt
a more extensive model by switching to a cattle breed that

Adapting the system to reduce the level of soil subsidence
Most of the remained peat areas in the Amstelscheg (the parts
that are not excavated) are still in use for agricultural purposes
and the de-hydration of the land still leads to soil subsidence.
Figure 26 shows the current thickness of the remaining peat soils
within the Amstelscheg Area and figure 25 shows the current
level of soil subsidence per parcel. The process of soil subsidence
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more resistant to wet condition such as the Blaarkop cow
(PBL,2016).
- Raised water levels and paludi culture: A still rarely used
agaricultural activity is wet agriculture, also known as paludi
culture (VIC, 2016). This variety of agricultural activity
is based on using crops and plants that thrive well under
wet and swampy conditions. The potential and efficiency
of various paludi culture crops and plants are tested in the

study ‘Laag Holland in het Schap’ (Duursen, 2016). A list of

(Steggerda, 2015 ; Westerink, 2016; Amstelgoed, 2017; Boeren van

potential usefull paludi crops has been added in appendix C.

Amstel, 2019) (figure 32&33).

Based on these options, in the near future, the dairy farmers in
the Amstelscheg will also have to adapt their agriculture strategy
in order to reduce the level of soil subsidence.

The proximity of the city as challenge and opportunity
Dairy farmers in the Amstelscheg have a relatively weak
position on the global market because of their relatively
small scale compared to farmers located in other parts of the
Netherlands (Westerink, 2016). Moreover, dairy farmers in the
Amstelscheg have restricted options to expand their farm due
to the limited availability of land and the relatively high land
prices that are caused by the proximity of the city of Amsterdam
(Westerink, 2016). However, the proximity of the city also offers

Figure 32 . Amstelgoed brand (Amstelgoed.nl)

opportunities. Because of their location near the urban area, the
position of the farm companies in the niche markets is stronger
than that of average Dutch dairy farms (Westerink, 2016).
The proximity of the city also offers opportunities to develop
multifunctional agriculture business that besides agriculture
activities also accommodate care-, recreation- and or education
functions.
Dairy farmers in the Amstelscheg already started with the
development of multifunctional businesses and there are
currently two initiatives to develop local products (Steggerda,
2015). The organisation ‘Amstelgoed’ tries to stimulate the
general development of local products and the organization
‘Farmers of the Amstel’ currently develop a local chain to develop
dairy products that are directly linked to the Amstelscheg area

Figure 33 . Boeren van Amstel brand (www.boerenvanamstel.nl)
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Chapter 4

Eco-revelatory design principles
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4.1 Introduction
This chapter provides a partial answer
on third sub research question and
includes an inventory of eco-revelatory
design principles that have been
digested from literature. The ecorevelatory design principles are divided
into six categories and complemented
with reference projects and
imaginative images. The principles that
are described within this chapter are
used as a base for the generation of
the food-revelatory design principles,
a process that will be described in
chapter five.

This chapter contains an answer on the third sub-research question: “What
eco-revelatory design principles can be translated into food-revelatory
principles that can be used to reveal the productive dairy landscape?”. First of
all, the answer on this question includes an inventory of eco-revelatory design
principles. A literature study has been carried out to collect and formulate
theoretical design principles and a reference study has been carried out to
complement those theoretical principles. The reference projects and imaginative
images that have been collected help to concretize and understand the design
principles that have been digested from literature and they also provide
examples of possible interventions that can arise from those principles. The
titles and sources of the reference projects and images are provided on p.128.
The chapter starts with a short theoretical background of the eco-revelatory
design approach. This theoretical background provides insight in what
‘revealing’ actually means and how this concept is linked to humanenvironment interaction. The paragraph ends with a summation of requirements
for successful revelatory design. The second section of this chapter contains an
inventory of eco-revelatory principles. It also provides insight in the type of
phenomena, objects and events that can be revealed and provides ways in which
designers can reveal these aspects.
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4.2 Theoretical background

us and the subjective experience of them, between the objective

Revealing is described by Liverman (2007) as highlighting the

series of interlinked modes that form the connection between the

aspects of a site that are invisible or overlooked by the public.

subjective and the objective extremes. Experience is a cover-all

The aspects can be ecological, involving processes such as

term for these various modes through which a person knows his

stormwater or fire systems, or cultural, involving ethnic practices

world (Tuan,1991). The interplay between these modes is complex

or exposing urban infrastructure. Most often, however, they are

but the composed overview of Coeterier (2000) provides insight

a combination of both, and focused on the relationship between

in how human beings experience objects, phenomena and events

cultural and ecological aspects of the environment (Arisoy, 2013;

in the objective living environment and also provides a starting

Liverman,2007). By revealing these aspects, designers hope

point for understanding why some objects, phenomena and

to make the public aware of their presence, functioning and

events cannot or are not experienced.

complexity in order to enliven a site or convey a specific message.
These messages are often of educative nature and can for
example communicate cultural ‘cues’ for sustainable behaviour
(May,2006). The revelatory design approach acknowledges
humans as integral components of ecosystems and is concerned
with how people experience and understand landscapes and
engage and connect with them (May, 2006; Arisoy, 2013). The
approach utilizes the knowledge of related research fields and
especially builds upon the field of environmental psychology.

Proponents of the eco-revelatory design approach emphasize that
designers strategies influence how we see and experience as well
as with what we see and experience. By intervening in our living
environment designers can directly influence human behaviour in
and the sensory perception of our living environment (Karmanov,
2009). The eco-revelatory design approach however also aims
to indirectly influence the appreciation and mind of people by
exploiting the ability of design to accentuate, emphasize, reveal,
and arouse the public’s interest. The approach asserts that by

The research field of environmental psychology is concerned

making one see and comprehend environmental phenomena

with the human-environment relation or as Coeterier describes;

and processes, one will be better able ‘to appreciate, evaluate,

“the relation between the objective, physical phenomena around

and make wise decisions concerning them’ (Liverman, 2007;

Figure 34. Relation between humans and the
environment. (Based on Coeterier, 2000)
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and subjective reality” (Coeterier, 2000). Figure 34 shows a

May,2006). One of the assumptions that eco-revelatory makes is
that understanding will be learned through reading the landscape

4.3 Eco-revelatory design principles

(France,2003). It uses artful manipulations of the landscape

The existing body of literature on the eco-revelatory design

to make natural processes and their relationship to human

approach shows a plentitude of ideas, tips and methods to reveal

actions more visible. Brenda Brown (1998) defines presentation

objects, phenomena and events that cannot be experienced, or are

as “directly introducing, offering, and bringing the public to

overlooked by the public. However, for the process of designing,

or bringing before the public ecological phenomena, processes,

this is not a clear overview or ready-to-use set of design

and relationships.” Representation she defines as “a second

principles. Some authors merely provide descriptions of projects

hand conveyance of specific qualities, characteristics, forms or

with revelatory qualities and the design methods that have been

functions through symbolism, depiction, or portrayal.” Both, she

used within those projects (Galatowitch 1998; Brown 1998);

argues, “involve some selection, some interpretation, and some

others define design principles on a very global scale (i.e. ability

abstraction”(Brown, 1998).

to raise curiosity (Arisoy,2013) or extract the essence (Haag,1998).

Literature on eco-revelatory design provides several requirements

What can be derived from the literature though are some

for a successful eco-revelatory design. Firstly, a chosen

reoccurring themes or categorisation of ideas as is done by

phenomenon should be relevant to the site or the surrounding

Liverman (2007) who investigated the interconnectivity

region so one could link what is learned from the design to a

between authors (Galatowitch, 1998; Brown 1998; France;2003;

larger landscape issue. Secondly, phenomena revealed should

Desphande, 2004; May,2006). On the same note, reoccurring

be revealed honestly, at the scale of the site, and should avoid

themes can be derived from a larger body of literature

being a contrived representation (Galatowitsch,1998). Third,

(Galatowitch, 1998; Brown 1998; France;2003; Desphande, 2004;

the creation of places to expose and experience ecological

May; 2006, Liverman,2007; Karmanov, 2009; Arisoy; 2013),

phenomena should not pose hazard to humans or degrade the

from which six categories seem most prominent: 1. human

environment (Liverman,2007). Brenda brown (1998) adds that

scale, 2. Human time scale 3. Sensory perceptibility 4. Proximity

a good eco-revelatory design should strengthen the view that

5. Arousal 6. Complexity. These six themes have been used as

man and nature are never disconnected and both have the power

guiding structure for an inventory which resulted in thirteen

to affect each other both negatively and positively. As Brown

eco-revelatory design principles (EP). Some of these principles

suggests, revelation may be based upon both presentation and

are quite literally adopted from other scholars (example EP 12

representation in the landscape. However, the revelations created

adopted from Eisenstein, 2001; Koh, 2004; Desphande, 2004)

by these approaches must give people the knowledge to create

while other principles have been formulated by combining

working relationships between human systems and natural

writing and knowledge of various scholars (Example EP 3 adopted

systems in order to fulfil eco-revelatory design’s goals (Brown,

from Gibson, 1979; Brown, 1998; Koh, 2004; Kaymaz, 2012).

1998).
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Human Scale
Scale affects our experience of the world

into perceivable ones. As these aspects often play an important

around us (Kaymaz, 2012). Human beings

role in the existence of a system. Within the topic of scale,

are able to perceive only a small range

two eco-revelatory design principles have been digested from

of phenomena, process and events of

literature:

the physical world (Thayer, 1998). The
structure of the physical world ranges
from atomic to cosmic. Within this range
is the ‘terrestrial scale’, better known as the environment or ‘our

EP. 1: Make objects, processes and events that are (almost)
too big or too small to perceive perceivable by creating up- or
down- scaled presentations or re-presentations. (Gibson, 1979;

familiar world (Gibson,1979)(figure 35). The size-level at which

Thayer,1998; Liverman, 2007; Kaymaz, 2012)

the environment exists is the terrestrial one that is measured in

EP. 2: Highlight objects, processes or events that are hard to

millimetres and meters. Our environment has a nested structure
and consists of valleys nestled within mountains, trees growing
within valleys, leaves growing on trees, and cells within leaves
(Gibson, 1979). We can use this nested arranging pattern to

read due to their scale by using design techniques such as
framing, marking and contrasting (Tuan, 1991; Gibson, 1979;
Coeterier,2000)

eventually describe the whole cosmos. However, Gibson and

Reference 1 and 4 show a representation and a presentation of

Thayer point out that our experience of phenomena, objects or

aspect in our environment that are (almost) too small to perceive.

events become weaker as their scale moves away from the human

Reference 2 shows a representation of an aspects in the living

scale that, if we adopt a human centred perspective, can be seen

environment that is too big to perceive. Project ‘water gardens’

as the middle point of the environment and physical world.

(R2) is a downscaled representation of a volcanic water system.

The eco-revelatory design approach emphasizes the need to
highlight aspects that are difficult to read due to their scale and
to translate aspects that are too small or too large to be perceived

The park was conceptualized as part of the Volcanism Museum.
The building contents’ interpret the volcanic phenomenon
and the park reveals its associated hydrologic processes and
vegetation. Reference 3, 5, 6 and 8 show technical tools and
design tools that are used to make aspects of the environment

Atomic

“The terrestrial scale”

Cosmic

that are almost too big to perceive perceivable, tangible and
recognizable. The Brandgrens in Utrecht (R6) and the marking of
Park Lingezegen between Arnhem and Nijmegen (R8) both show
how larger areas can be made more tangible. Reference 8 shows
how something small, in this case a single tile within a street
that normally disappears in a larger number of tiles, can become
very perceivable by enlarging the contrast.
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Figure 35 .The terrestrial scale covers just a part of
the physical world.
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Human time scale
Time affects our experience of the world

of human time-scale, two eco-revelatory design principles have

around us. Our living environment is

been digested from literature:

a complex phenomenon which evolves
continuously through time and space. It is
a reflection of both natural processes and
cultural changes throughout time (Kaymaz,
2007). Human beings do not perceive time
itself. The flow of abstract empty time has no reality for a human
being. However, processes, changes, events and sequences of
events that happen during the flow of time can be perceived
(Gibson, 1978). The human awareness of clocktime, socialized
time, is another matter (Gibson,1978). Human beings can only

be experienced by creating presentations and representations in
which the time scale of the process is manipulated or the process
is symbolically represented. (Gibson, 1979; Brown, 1998; Koh,
2004; Kaymaz, 2012).
EP. 4: Highlight specific stages or moments within a process or
event by using design techniques such as framing. (Tuan, 1991;
Brown, 1998; Koh, 2004)

perceive events, cycles and changes that take place in a certain

Reference 9 shows how a specific moment within a process of

pace and that take place during their own life spans. The past

time can be framed. This bench on the government building plaza

and future of a place are not vividly present unless objectified in

in Tokyo (9) captures the shadow that has been produced on a

things that can be seen and touched (Tuan, 1991). The changes

specific moment in time. Reference 10 and 11 show how designers

that are perceived are neither extremely slow nor extremely

used symbolic presentations and re-presentations to emphasize

rapid. The duration of processes at the level of the universe may

moments of the past and moments of the future. The holocaust

be measured in millions of years, and the duration of processes at

monument in Berlin, designed by Peter Eisenman, is a symbolic

the level of the atom may be measured in millionths of a second.

representation of the terrifying and oppressive persecution of

The duration of processes in the environment are measured

Jewish people during the second world war. Reference image

only in years and seconds. Human observes cannot perceive the

11 shows a project from Studio Roosegaarde, called Water light.

erosion of a mountain, but they can detect the fall of a rock.

This land art installation shows how high the water level could

They can notice the displacement of a chair in a room but not

reach and raises awareness about rising water levels and possible

the shift of an electron in an atom. The same things hold for

threats in the future. Reference 13 show how a particular moment

frequencies as for durations. The very slow cycles of the world

in time can be highlighted. A park full of pink blossom trees

are imperceptible, and so are the very rapid cycles. (Gibson,1978).

amplify the start of spring and creates a spectacular image that

The eco-revelatory design approach emphasizes the need to
reveal process of change and moment within time and aims to
strengthen the human experience of time. It also provides more
insight and understanding of processes of time. Within the topic
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EP. 3: Reveal processes that occur (almost) too slow or too fast to

can be enjoyed by visitors. Reference 12 and 14 show examples of
projects in which the aging of time forms a key element of the
project itself. The eco-Cathedral (12) and the Sand Engine (14)
emphasize the differences between abrupt human and gradual
natural processes.

11

9

10

12
13

14
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Sensory perceptibility
Perception is the process in which

medium or the substances; what we see is information available
at their interface, the surface (Smardon, 1988).

information is derived through the

The eco-revelatory design approach emphazises that design

senses, organized and interpreted. The

can influence the sensory perception. The human senses

active process of perception helps human

have a limited scope and only a selection of stimuli from the

beings to understand and react to the

environment can be processed. Within the topic of sensory

environment (Hilgard, 1951 cited in Kaplan,

perceptibility, two eco-revelatory design principles have been

1978). Ackerman (1991) described the

digested from literature:

human senses; sight, hearing, touch, smell and taste. According
to Ackerman (1991), sight and hearing are senses with a big
distance reach and therefore play in important role during our
movement. Although we receive spatial information through

EP. 5: Reveal unperceivable phenomenon, processes, objects and
relations by creating presentations and re-presentations that can
be perceived. (Koh, 2004; Desphande, 2004; Arisoy, 2013).

all of our senses, sight is assumed to be the most valued sense

EP. 6: Strengthen the sensory perception of a process, event or

(Porteous, 1996). Listening to an environment is generally not

object by increasing and expanding the sensory incentives. (Koh,

the primary activity or interest of a person but sound and hearing

2004; Etteger, 2016)

heavily affect an individual’s perception and understanding of an
environment (Jennings & Cain, 2012; Kaymaz, ;Ackerman, 1991).
Touch, smell and taste are, according to Ackerman (1991) senses
with quite short reach and require direct contact with the sensed.
Our senses form an interlinked system and the rich variety of
sensory interaction between human beings and the environment
provides many more sources of aesthetic engagement with the

Reference 15 shows a project in which re-presentation is used to
make something unperceivable perceivable and tangible. Studio
Roosegaarde created the ‘smog free tower’ (15) that collects
almost invisible smog particles from the air and transforms the
particles into visible and tangible ‘smog jewelry’. Reference 16
shows a tool that has been introduced within the Wald Klima

environment than just through the eyes (Etteger, 2016).

exhibition in Berlin (16) to support and complement the human

Gibson (1979) proposes that our perceivable environment is most

where the sensoric experience of visitors are strengthened. The

meaningfully described in terms of the mediums, substances and

designer of the bench (17), located on the Government building

surfaces. Air is the medium of the terrestrial environment and

plaza in Tokyo, used coloured surfaces that strengthens a

allows hearing and smelling as it transmits vibrations and allows

person’s sensory experience of the temperature. Nikola Bašić

rapid chemical diffusion. Substances are characterized as more or

installed pipes in Zadar’s Riva-waterfront (18) that create sound

less solid, rigid, resistant to deformation, impenetrable by other

as waves flow through. Cristo made wind perceivable for the

substances, and permanent in shape. The medium is separated

human eye with his land art work ‘Running fences’ (19). Ro&Ad

from environmental substances by surfaces. We do not see the

architects designed the Mozes bridge (20) that allows visitors to

senses. Reference 17, 18, 19 and 20 show examples of places

touch the water.
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EP. 8: Create places that allow the public to take enough distance

Proximity
The physical distance between a perceiver
and a certain phenomenon, object or event
affect the experience (figure 36). Some

to see the context in which a specific phenomenon, object
or event takes place and to have an overview over a system.
(May,2006)

aspects within the environment cannot be

EP. 9: Create places that allow the public experience a process,

experienced as they are not accessible. For

object or event from close by providing access and creating

instance a rare plant species that only grows

immediate settings. (Koh, 2004; May, 2006; Liverman,2007;

in a protected and fenced off nature area

Arisoy, 2013)

(Liverman,2007). Other aspects can be best experienced from
a certain distance as they are best understood within a wider
context (May,2006). Galatowitsch (1998) suggested that “those
designs which bring inquiring participants as close as possible to
evolving processes produce the most intelligible images and those

EP. 10: Enliven an objects, phenomena or event by giving
perceivers the option to interact, for example by leaving room
for openness and ownership. (Desphande 2004; Koh, 2004;
Liverman,2007; Arisoy,2013)

that offer multiple points of view evoke more discursive—and

Reference 21, 23 and 25 show an experiences of immediacy

applicable—narratives for future excursions and encounters.”

that all have been created true different design interventions.

Within the topic of proximity, four eco-revelatory design

Reference 21 and 23 show literal immediacy in which people can

principles have been digested from literature:

come really close to a certain aspect of our living environment.

EP. 7: Create the right proximity to perceive a specific
phenomenon, object or event by introducing the perceiver to the
phenomenon, object or event or the opposite. (Koh, 2004; May,
2006; Liverman,2007)

Reference 25, shows a situation in which people do not come
close to the water, however the transparency of the view deck
can give visitors a feeling of immediacy. Reference 22, 25 and 27
show examples of place where the public has been introduced and
included within phenomenon, objects and event to strengthen
experience. Reference 22 shows a path designed by H+N+S
landscape architects that brings the public into the river. These

Detail

Overview

Context

references are also examples of multifunctional places as they
combine a recreational function and other land use functions.

Figure 36. The proximity of a phenomenon, object or event determines the experience.
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Attention and Arousal
A phenomena, object or event can be
perfectly perceivable in theory while in
practise it can be overlooked by the public.

EP. 12: Let phenomenon, objects and events attract the public’s
attention by using design techniques that create contrast,
mystery, surprise or magnify an phenomenon, object or event.
(Eisenstein, 2001 ; Koh, 2004; Desphande, 2004)

Aspects within an environment are not

Reference 27, 29, 30 and 31 show how designers used elements

safe from neglect if they do not appeal to

of light, fog, colour and reflection to attract the public. Reference

the public’s sensibilities; nor would they

image 28 shows how the attention of the public can be steered

convey any meaning or understanding

with a path and an object.

unless people were first attracted to them and kept long
enough near them to develop an experience and understanding
(Liverman,2007). Heerwage and Orians (1993) have described
three stages in the examination of unfamiliar landscapes. The
stages are as follows: One decides whether to explore or move
on. If one decides to stay and explore, one then begins to gather
information. Finally, one decides whether to stay longer or
move on. Eaton (1998) claims that imagination plays a large
role in the first step of drawing people in, and one might add,
in keeping them there. By providing intriguing, safe, and
comfortable places, designers can create environments where
people might come to, learn from, and be inspired and ecorevelatory design will be most successful when it incorporates
an aesthetic that is intriguing, one that draws people in,
accommodates their imagination, and offers chances for further
exploration, interaction and insight (Liverman,2007). Within
the topic of arousal and attention, two eco-revelatory design
principles have been digested from literature:

Complexity
The environment is a complex
arrangement of ecological and
cultural aspects and the experience
of phenomenon, objects and events
within our environment takes time.
Sense of place and understanding of
phenomenon, object and events is rarely
acquired while passing and to know a place, phenomenon, object
or event well requires long residence and deeper involvement
(Tuan, 1991). It is however possible to appreciate the visual
qualities of a place with one short visit. The complexity of
phenomenon, object and events affect their legibility (Karmanov,

EP. 11: Steer the focus and attention of the public with paths,

2009). Scholars point out that knowledge and science can

routes, points and objects by using framing techniques. (Tuan,

help to understand phenomenon, objects and events and that

1991; Koh, 2004; Arisoy,2013; Etteger,2016)

knowledge also has aesthetically relevant when it allows us
to perceive properties of a piece that we ordinarily would not
perceive without the knowledge, and perceiving those properties
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can affect our aesthetic appreciation (Thayer, 1998; Fudge,
2001; Matthews, 2002; Eaton, 1998). People (and especially
children) have a thirst for knowledge. The eco-revelatory
design approach aims to create reference sites for what we
understand about our environment and its workings. Designs
can convey knowledge through direct experience as well as
by interpretation. Interpretation seeks to create connections
between the resources that are being interpreted and relevant
everyday knowledge that everyone has by engaging emotions,
creating experiences, and entertaining ideas through
engagement (Arisoy, 2013). Within the topic of complexity,

27

two eco-revelatory design principles have been digested from
literature:
EP.13: Give people the time to experience and observe a
specific object, process or event by creating places that

28

accommodate short and long term stays. Of accommodate
a stay for the adequate amount of time needed for the full

30

experience. (Tuan, 1991; Galatowitsch, 1998)

29

EP. 14: Let the landscape become a classroom and teacher by
implementing educative elements and routes that provide
information and make visitors think. (May, 2006; Liverman,
2007; Arisoy, 2013)
Reference 32, 33 and 34 show examples of educative elements.
The Wald Klima exhibition in Berlin (32 and 33) had a
twofold role. Firstly, making visitors sensible to the natural

31

environment on an emotional level and secondly, education
them about the abstract topic of climate change on a cognitive
level. This is achieved through spatial measures as well as

32

33

34

through information communication in form of graphics and
text. Reference 34 shows a viewpoint on Callantsoog that is
enriched with a panoramic information panel.
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Chapter 5

Synthesis :
Food-revelatory design principles
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5.1 Introduction
The outcomes of the three sub-research
questions are linked within this chapter
in order to create new design principles.
This chapter aims to describe the creation
process that has led to the preliminary foodrevelatory design principles.

This chapter contains an essential part of this thesis. The outcomes of the three
sub-research questions are combined and form the input for the preliminary
food-revelatory design principles. This chapter aims to describe the creation
process that generated new knowledge in the form of design principles. The
first section of this chapter includes an explanation of the linkages between
the previously described research outcomes. The second section includes an
explanation of the process that is used to generate the preliminary foodrevelatory design principles. The third section of this chapter includes a
description of the food revelatory design principles that have been formulated
and the chapter ends with an overview of the thirteen preliminary foodrevelatory design principles and a collection of concrete design concepts and
ideas that arose from these principles.

5.2 The interplay between the rift, the food system
analysis and the eco-revelatory design principles
The interplay between the rift between food production and consumption, the
analysis of the dairy system in the context of the Amstelscheg and the ecorevelatory design principles forms the basis for the preliminary food-revelatory
design principles (figure 37).
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A: The interplay between the food system analysis within
landscape context and the rift between food production and
consumption.
The interplay between the analysis of the dairy system within
the context of the Amstelscheg region and the rift between food
production and consumption is two sided. On one hand, the
rift can serve as a specific lens to analyse a food system and
the landscape in which it is embedded. Using the rift as a focus
within the analysis can lead to new insights on the functioning
of the food system. On the other hand, the analysis can also help
to expand our knowledge of the rift and its spatial manifestations
can be expanded. If we, for example, want to strengthen the
contact and communication between food consumers and
producers it is interesting to know whether there are spatial

c. The interplay between the eco-revelatory design principles
and the food system analysis within landscape context.
The interplay between the eco-revelatory design approach
and the analysis of the dairy system within the context of the
Amstelscheg region is also two sided. On the one hand, the
eco-revelatory design approach can serve as a lens to focus and
specify the analysis process. Within an analysis, focus can be
put on the aspects human scale, human time scale, proximity,
sensory perceptibility, arousal and complexity. Furthermore,
one can search for specific processes, objects or events that can
be revealed within a specific food system and landscape. On the
other hand, the analysis can provide input for the formulation
and specification of food-revelatory design principles.

conditions that impede direct contact.

B. The interplay between the rift between food production and
consumption and the eco-revelatory design principles
The interplay between the rift and the eco-revelatory design
approach is also two sided. On the one hand, the rift between
food production and consumption can be used a lens to specify
the eco-revelatory design principles and translate them into
food-revelatory design principles. On the other hand, the theory
and principles that are included in the eco-revelatory design
approach can be used to clarify and interpret aspects of the rift.
The approach focusses on the relation and connections between
human beings and aspects of their direct living environment. The
approach therefore also offers grip to understand how consumers
and producers relate to food landscapes.

Figure 37 . The
interplay between
concepts forms the
basis for the Food
revelatory design
principles.
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5.3 Generation process
This paragraph contains the food-revelatory design principles
that have been developed in this thesis research. First, a short
description of the generation process will be given to provide
insight in the establishment of the food-revelatory design
principles.
The eco-revelatory design principles that have been described
in chapter four form the basis for the food revelatory design
principles. The outcomes of research question one and two;
the analysis of the dairy food system within the context of the
Amstelscheg landscape (chapter 2) and the in depth exploration
of the rift between food production and consumption (chapter
3) are used to translate and transform the eco-revelatory design
principles into food-revelatory design principles. This combining
of research outcomes, as shown in figure 38 forms the first step
and starting point for the generation process that is characterized
by the research through design approach and shown in figure 39.
The preliminary food revelatory design principles that have been
formulated in step one are the input of the research through
designing process in which the principles are demonstrated,

Figure 38 . The first
step and starting
point for the
generation process.

adjusted and assessed. The designing activity is employed as a
research method within this research through designing process
(Deming & Swaffield, 2011; Duchhart, 2011; Jong & Voordt, 2002;

Step three includes the assessment. For each principle, the

Lenzholzer, 2010; Nijhuis & Bobbink, 2012; Zeisel, 2006). Within

decision was made whether to include or exclude the principle

step two, the applicability of the preliminary design principles is

from the eventual list of ‘demonstrated’ food-revelatory design

demonstrated on two design scale levels: The amstelscheg scale

principles. However, most principles needed to be adapted or

and the city edge site scale. The try-out activity includes the

could be specified and those principles formed the input for the

performance of, what Schön (1987) called, ‘creative’reflection-

second and third iteration of the research through design process.

in action techniques of the repertoire of the landscape architect,

Eventually, all principles were assessed within step three.

such as drawing (physical and computer drawing) and modelling.
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pre

13

Figure 39. The research through designing
process, used to generate the food-revelatory
design principles.
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5.4 Generating 13 food-revelatory design principles
EP. 1: Make objects, processes and events that are (almost) too big or too small
to perceive perceivable by creating up- or down- scaled presentations or representations.
>> Link with analysis: The current Amstelscheg dairy system is a small
component of a much bigger and wider spread system. The regional Amstelscheg
dairy system act as an intermediate scale between the individual consumer and
the national/global dairy system.
>> Link with the rift: Food systems that aim to reduce the rift embrace the
thought ‘food needs to come from somewhere’, link place to food and include
transparent food chains and components. The Amstelscheg can be developed as a

FP 1. Food system with a seizable scale
Develop a complete and coherent dairy system
within the Amstelscheg dairy landscape by (re-)
integrating missing components.

more complete dairy system that creates place-specific products and that provides
experiences linked to these products.

EP. 2: Highlight objects, processes or events that are hard to read due to their
scale by using design techniques such as framing, marking and contrasting.
>> Link with analysis: The Amstelscheg can be described as a region. Regions
are, according to Tuan (1991) far too big to be directly experienced by most of its
people. The region is therefore primarily a construct of thoughts, the most active
mode of human experiencing. Regions have to be constructed by symbolic means
(Tuan,1991).
>> Link with the rift: Food systems that aim to reduce the rift need to include
transparent food chains and components that link place to food. The Amstelscheg
region can be developed as an entity that produces specific recognizable products
but the region itself should therefore also be recognizable.

FP 2. The dairy landscape as coherent entity
Develop the Amstelscheg dairy landscape as a
tangible and understandable entity by using a
coherent design language that emphasises the
extent, border and common grounds within the
area.
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EP. 3: Reveal processes that occur (almost) too slow or too fast to be
experienced by creating presentations and representations in which the time
scale of the process is manipulated or the process is symbolically represented.
>> Link with analysis: A clear example of a process that occurs to slow to be
perceived by humans is the process of soil subsidence.
>> Link with the rift: Food systems that aim to reduce the rift aim for direct
communication between food producers and consumers about the true costs
of the products. Soil subsidence can be seen as a costs of dairy products.

FP 3. Make processes of time and change
perceivable. Make processes that occur
(almost) too fast or too slow perceivable and
understandable for the public by using design
techniques such as framing or by creating
symbolistic representations. A clear example
within the dairy system is the process of soil
subsidence.

EP. 4: Highlight specific stages or moments within a process or event by
using design techniques such as framing.
>> Link with analysis: The dairy production system includes multiple
processes and cycles of time that are not directly visible for consumers and
visitors of the Amstelscheg landscape. Clear examples are the life cycle of a
cow, the transformation process of milk into other dairy products and the
influence of seasons on the day rhythm of cows and farmers.
>> Link with the rift: Food systems that aim to reduce the rift try to involve
consumers in the production process and provide insight in the production
process. Providing insight in time related processes and cycles can be part
of this goal and can help consumers to create a deeper understanding of the
overall food system.
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FP 4. Highlight moments in time
Make interesting or valuable moments, and
changes over time within the dairy landscape
perceivable by highlighting and accentuating
them in the landscape.

EP. 5: Strengthen the sensory perception of a process, event or object by
increasing and expanding the sensory incentives.
>> Link with analysis: Visitors of the Amstelscheg dairy landscape often
experience the landscape in motion by foot, bike or car. While being in
motion, some senses are more active than others.
>> Link with the rift: Food systems that aim to reduce the rift preferably
provide direct experiences for consumers and try to involve consumers
within the production system. Direct experiences through our own senses are
valuable for the development of knowledge, our imaging of a food system and
our taste and trust in a specific system.

FP 5. Strenghten and expand the sensory
experience Strengthen the sensory perception of a
process, event or object by increasing and enriching
the sensory incentives. For instance, seeing a cow
can be a complemented with touching and petting a
cow.

EP. 6: Create the right proximity to perceive a specific phenomenon, object
or event by introducing the perceiver to the phenomenon, object or event or
bringing the phenomenon.
>> Link with analysis: Within the Amstelscheg there are a lot of separated
land uses. The paths on the dikes are one of the few landscape elements
that are used by both farmers and consumers. However, this shared use also
causes conflicts. Smart design is required to create combinations that do not
harm the functionality.
>> Link with the rift: Food systems that aim to reduce the rift need to include
transparent food chains and components that link place to food, provide direct
experiences for consumers and try to involve consumers in the production
system. Consumers miss a reference frame which connects food with their
lives. Stimulating overlap between their daily living environment and
components of the food system might help to embrace food as part of their

FP 6. Maximal overlap
Integrate urban functions in the dairy
landscape and dairy functions and
components in the urban landscape by
designing multifunctional areas and using
design techniques such as integration and
inclusion.

own lives.
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EP. 7: Create places that allow the public to take enough distance to see the
context in which a specific phenomenon, object or event takes place and to
have an overview over a system.
>> Link with food system/landscape analysis: There are no dedicated
viewpoints in the Amstelscheg dairy landscape. The roads on dikes provide
some overview.
>> Link with the rift: Food systems that aim to reduce the rift need to include
transparent food chains and components that link place to food and provide
insight in the production process. Providing overview can help to understand
links between components in the system. This can be valuable for the
development of knowledge and insight in the system.

FP 7. Provide overview
Create places within the Amstelscheg
landscape that provide an overview on the
Amstelscheg dairy landscape and highlight
physical and functional connections
between the landscape and food system.

EP. 8: Create places that allow the public to experience a process, object or
event from close by providing access and creating immediate settings.
>> Link with analysis: The Amstelscheg contains recreational paths for
biking, hiking and running but the links between these paths and the dairy
system can be strengthened. The grassland paths through the field are a nice
example of paths that allow visitors to enter a part of the dairy food system.
The visitor however shouldn’t affect the functionality of the dairy food system
>> Link with the rift: Food systems that aim to reduce the rift need to
include transparent food chains and components that link place to food,
provide direct experiences for consumers and try to involve consumers
within the production system. Providing access can be a critical first step for
transparency, direct experiences and trust.
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FP 8 Acces and experience
Create places in the Amstelscheg dairy
landscape that allow the public to
experience dairy related processes, objects
and events from close by. This can be
achieved by providing access and creating
immediate settings without affecting the
functionality of the dairy food system.

EP. 9: Enliven an objects, phenomena or event by giving perceivers the option
to interact, for example by leaving room for openness and ownership.
>> Link with analysis: There are little opportunities for consumers to interact
with the dairy system in the Amstelscheg landscape. Some farmers try to
stimulate interaction. A clear example is the farmer who created a milk tap on
his farm (image) where visitor can buy and fill milk bottles.
>> Link with the rift: Food systems that aim to reduce the rift need to
provide direct experiences for consumers and try to involve consumers within
the production system. Direct interaction of consumers in the food system can
enlarge their level of involvement, insight and appreciation.

FP 9. Maximal interaction
Create places within the dairy landscape
where visitors can interact in and with dairy
related phenomenon, objects and events.
Enliven dairy related phenomenon, objects
and events for the public by providing
opportunities for interaction, leaving room
for openness and ownership.

EP. 10: Steer the focus and attention of the public with paths, routes, points
and objects by using framing techniques.
>> Link with analysis: Dairy components such as dairy farms are often
designed with a camouflaged character. Dairy components are often designed
to blend in with the landscape and camouflaged. They are thereby easily
overlooked or taken for granted.
>> Link with the rift: Food systems that aim to reduce the rift aim for direct
communication between food producers and consumers and need to activate
and involve consumers.

FP 10. Steer the attention of the public
Steer the focus and attention of visitors in the
Amstelscheg dairy landscape by using paths,
points, objects and framing techniques to
highlight dairy components.
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EP. 11: Let phenomenon, objects and events attract the public’s attention by
using design techniques that create contrast, mystery, surprise or magnify a
phenomenon, object or event.
>> Link with analysis: Dairy components such as dairy farms are often
designed with a camouflaged character. Dairy components are often designed
to blend in with the landscape and camouflaged. This results in them being
easily overlooked or taken for granted.
>> Link with the rift: Food systems that aim to reduce the rift aim for direct
communication between food producers and consumers and need to activate
and involve consumers.
.

FP 11. Attract the attention of the public.
Let dairy related phenomenon, objects and
events attract the attention of visitors in the
Amstelscheg dairy landscape by using design
techniques that create contrasts, mystery,
surprise or magnify a specific phenomenon,
object or event.

EP.12: Give people time to experience and understand a phenomena, object
or event by creating places that allow people to take time for a complete
experience and create places that invite people to visit the same place again.
>> Link with analysis: Visitors of the Amstelscheg dairy landscape often
experience the landscape in motion by foot, bike or car.
>> Link with the rift: Food systems that aim to reduce the rift need to provide
direct experiences for consumers and try to involve consumers within the
production system. Experience takes time.
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FP 12. Experience stops.
Give visitors of the Amstelscheg landscape time
to experience and understand dairy related
phenomena, objects and events by creating places
that allow people to take time for a complete
experience.

EP. 13: Let the landscape become a classroom and teacher by implementing
educative elements and routes that provide information and make visitors
think.
>> Link with analysis: Education takes place on an occasional individual, farm
scale level but not on a collaborative and region wide level.
>> Link with the rift: Food systems that aim to reduce the rift need to activate
and involve consumers. Consumers lack cognitive, expressive and normative
food skills that need to be developed.

FP 13. The food landscape as teacher
and classroom. Let the Amstelscheg dairy
landscape become a classroom and a teacher
by implementing educative elements and routes
that provide information about the dairy food
and landscape system. This will contribute to the
knowledge and understanding of visitors and
will make visitors think about the system they are
experiencing.
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5.5 Overview and references

FP 1. Food system with a seizable scale

FP 2.The food landscape as coherent
entity

FP 3. Make processes of time
perceivable

FP 4. Highlight moments in time

FP 5. Strenghten and expand the sensory
experience

FP 6. Maximal overlap

FP 7. Provide overview
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FP 8. Acces and experience

FP 9. Maximal interaction

FP 10. Steer the attention of the public

FP 11. Attract the attention
of the public

FP 12. Experience stops

FP 13. The food landscape as
teacher and classroom
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5.6 From principles to design concepts
The preliminary food principles

1 A&B. Follow
the cow spots!
A cow spot
pattern can be
used to highlight
routes or create
a coherent
recreation
network with a
recognizable
appearance.
This concept is a
translation of FP 2
and FP 10.

provide inspiration and input for the
creation of design concepts. However,
interpretation and design skills are
needed to translate the principles into
design concepts and ideas and to apply
these design concepts and ideas in
correct ways within the landscape.
Several brainstorm sessions have lead
to a series of sketches that depict
design concepts and ideas that have

1A

been inspired on the principles. The
reference projects and images that have
been shown in chapter four also served

1B

as source of inspiration.
The sketches on these pages are a
selection of the complete series of
sketches. The complete series can be
found in Appendice D.

2. Amstelscheg entrance sign.
The entrances of the Amstelscheg
dairy landscape can be marked
with entrance signs as in the Park
Lingezegen (reference 8). This
concept is a translation of FP 2.
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2

3

4

3. From the grass.
An event like the first day outside can be best experienced
while standing in the field. This design is an translation of FP 4,
FP 8 and FP 10.

5

4. Sit and drink.
A drink element for cows can be combined with a bench for
people although hygiene must be taken into account. This
concept is a translation of FP 6 and FP 9.
5. Through a swampy peat field.
The different types of grassland can be best experienced when
visitors can walk through the fields. Each type of field can have
its own characteristic path design. This concept is a translation
of FP 5 and FP 8.
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6

6. It is time to milk!
See how dairy cows are milked
by an automatic milk robot. This
concept is a translation of FP 8,
FP10 and FP 13.
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7

8

7. Viewpoint and shelter.
A transparent viewpoint from a dike can also offer shelter for cows.
This concept is a translation of FP 6, FP7 and FP 10.
8. Sunken cows.
Art sculptures that represent the soil subsidence. This concept is a
translation of FP 3 and FP 11.
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Chapter 6

Design
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6.1 Introduction
This chapter shows the design outcomes
of this thesis. The design aims to
strengthen the three rift-relations that
have been described within chapter
two and is used to demonstrate the
preliminary food-revelatory design
principles that have been described
within chapter five.

This chapter provides an answer to the design question “How to design a
productive and experiential Amstelscheg dairy landscape using food-revelatory
design principles?” This question is answered by showing and explaining various
design interventions that arose from the preliminary design principles that have
been described in chapter five. In order to answer this question, design activities
have been carried out to explore the relevance, applicability and practicability
of the preliminary food-revelatory design principles within the context of the
Amstelscheg dairy landscape.
This chapter starts with a short description of the design challenge and aim for
the design. Thereafter, the master plan and a more detailed site design for the
Amstelscheg dairy landscape - following the aim and the application of several
food-revelatory design principles - will be explained. The chapter concludes

A

C

with a reflection on the design and the used food-revelatory design principles.

6.2 The design challenge
In general, the design aims to strengthen the three ‘rift relations’ that have
been described in chapter two (figure 40) so that the Amstelscheg can become a
a dairy region in which the dairy farmers respond to, and use the characteristics
B

of, the Amstelscheg landscape properties to create a sustainable and region
specific food system. Furthermore, the connection between dairy consumption

Figure 40. Image of the three rift relations.

and dairy production need to be strengthened and the dairy consumers need to
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become an integral part of the dairy landscape with their own

regional collaboration for a more complete dairy system in the

places where they can experience and enjoy the dairy landscape.

Amstelscheg, as shown in the conceptual figure 41, can be the

The design aims to show interventions that can contribute to the

backdrop for the ‘creation’ of products that show the actual link

strengthening and re-building of these links.

to the Amstelscheg, since products with a specific, recognizable

Furthermore, the design aims to tackle several practical problems
within the Amstelscheg as explained in the site analysis.
Examples of this type of problems are soil subsidence, pressure
on the recreation network and missing links in the recreational
network. The aim is to use interventions on these problems in a

regional character may help consumers to recognize the system
and region as an entity (FP2; see figure 42). Furthermore,
physically shorter chains offers opportunities for more direct
contact between food producers (FP1) and make the system more
independent. Figure 43 shows what components can potentially

way they strengthen the ‘rift relations’ as well.
The last aim of the design is to demonstrate the preliminary
design principles that have been described in chapter five.
Throughout the design explanation there are references to
the food-revelatory design principles (FP’s) to point out what
principles is used where.

6.3 Master plan on Amstelscheg scale
The master plan on page 86 shows the proposed redesign of the
Amstelscheg dairy landscape (Figure 44) based on the applicable
food revelatory design principles on a regional scale. The master
plan can be cut into several layers of strategic interventions.

A dairy system with a regional orientation
Currently, the Amstelscheg dairy system is just a small part of
a much wider spread dairy system; the Amstelscheg consists
of several dairy farms that export their produce to factories
outside the region. The eventual products that return from
these factories have an anonymous character and are not clearly
linked to the Amstelscheg farmers and landscape. Starting a
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Figure 41. Conceptual sketches
of a regional orientation

be (re)integrated within the Amstelscheg
dairy landscape. The proposed design for
the Amstelscheg region shows where the
components could be integrated.
The proposed design for the Amstelscheg
region includes a larger variety of dairy
components in comparison to the present
system. The components are linked to
each other and form a network of local
flows, schematically shown in figure

Figure 42. Dairy products from the Amstelscheg region.

45 (p.87). New components that are
(re-) integrated are for instance a dairy

farms into products with a regional label
and character. There are already plans
in the Amstelscheg to develop a regional
cooperation and start a small scale dairy
factory. A revelatory goal of the region
can be to make consumers aware of the

Design

locally process the produce of the dairy

Present system

product factory and a slaughter house to

by-products that are inextricably linked
to dairy products such as meat of retired
dairy cows and calf’s meat. Consumers
are often not aware of the linkages
between products. Selling these products
from the same shelf can help consumers
to recognize and understand the links
between these products (figure 42).

Figure 43 . The design includes a
greater variety of dairy components in
comparisson to the present dairy system
in the Amstelscheg.
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Legend
Farm (dairy / paludi)
Paludi fields
Grassland with submerged drainage system
Grassland with high
ground water level
Recreation path for biking
and hiking
Stroll path
Recognizable entrance

Mixed land use area
Paludi culture crop
processing
Calf husbandry

Dairy factory
Slaughter house
Place where dairy
products are sold

Figure 44. Master plan on
Amstelscheg scale
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Legend
Farm - Paludi culture
Dairy farm - sub-merged
drainage system
Dairy farm - High ground
water level
Paludi culture crop
processing
Calf husbandry

Dairy factory

Slaughter house
Place where dairy
products are sold

Figure 45. Dairy components and
linkages in Master plan
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Responding to soil subsidence and creating a divers dairy system
The design shows a more diverse dairy production landscape in which
the three most known soil subsidence reduction/stop strategies are
combined. The three strategies, shortly introduced in chapter two,
are: A. grassland with a sub-merged drainage system, B. Grassland
with higher ground water levels and C. Paludi culture (Figure 46
and 47). A design model study has been used to determine what
adaptation strategy can be applied at what parts of the Amstelscheg
area. These models are included in appendix A and B.
Firstly, the model maps were used to explore where the adaptation
strategies can be applied. The sub-merged drainage system can only
be applied in the Ronde Hoep as it requires a peat soil, a ground water
level between 30-60 and a low level of seepage (PBL, 2016; Akker,
2010). The other two adaptation strategies can be applied throughout
the whole Amstelscheg landscape. Secondly, the model tables were
used to consider the advantages and disadvantages of each strategy.
Three criteria have been used to evaluate the strategies: the effect on
the dairy system in the Amstelscheg, the effect on the Amstelscheg
landscape and the potential that is offers for a revelatory dairy system
and landscape.
To enlarge revelatory character of the Amstelscheg dairy landscape,
all three adaptation strategies are combined on a regional scale.
Rather than opting for the most profitable dairy system, the variety of
landscapes emphasizes the differences between the lower reclamation
areas and the bovenland.
The land use in the Bovenkerkerpolder has been transformed

Dairy farming with sub-

Dairy farming with

merged drainage system

high ground water
levels

Paludi culture farms

to paludi culture. Soil subsidence is not a problem within this
reclamation area since the soil doesn’t contain peat anymore.
However, the lower reclamation areas have to deal with a high level of
seepage and are therefore unsuitable for most uses, and paludi culture
prefers high groundwater levels.
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Figure 46 . Three types of dairy landscapes in the Amstelscheg.

Figure 47. Three types of dairy landscapes: Grassland with submerged drainage system, Wet grassland with high water level and Paludiculture crop
fields that produce feed for the dairy cows.
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highlight the contour and boundaries of the Amstelscheg dairy

The Amstelscheg as a clear entity
Creating a more regional oriented dairy system within the
Amstelscheg landscape can make the dairy system more tangible
and understandable for consumers. Since a region is still an
abstract concept for consumers and calling an area a region doesn’t
automatically mean that visitors experience enough coherence in
the area to recognize it as one entity (Tuan, 1991), a region has
therefore to be promoted and developed as an entity. The design
enhances a coherent dairy system with local flows and links, in
which the landscape gets more divers. To ensure enough coherence
in this variety of landscapes in the Amstelscheg region it can help
to use a recognizable and consistent style for the roads, paths and
furniture within the area (figure 48). Furthermore, highlighting
the borders and entrances in the area will ensure that visitors

landscape but also offer room for orientation.

Mixed function at the edge of the Amstelscheg
The design strives for a more gradual transition between the built
and the unbuilt areas at the edge of the Amstelscheg (Figure 49).
The edges have the potential to strengthen the connection between
consumption and food production by hosting places where food
consumers and producers meet and collaborate. The current edge
can be described as a alternation of urban and rural functions that
function as independent units. Most units, such as sport fields,
garden complexes and grasslands are spatially separated from
adjacent units by fences or ditches and the edge zone can thereby
become a messy and inconsistent area.

know that they have entered a special area. These entrances

Adopting multifunctionality and mixed land uses can be used to

can serve as experience points (FP12) that do not only mark and

overcome the strict separation of functions and users (FP6; figure

Figure 48 . Concept clear border and entrances

Figure 49. Concept gradual transition between the built
and he unbuilt area at the edge of the Amstelscheg
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Figure 50. Concept mixed functions at the city edge

50). The design includes some proposals in the form of conceptual
ideas for mixed and collaborative land uses (FP9), such as the
development of floating houses in the paludi fields, a mixed area
for golf and the cultivation of paludi crops and the water treatment
centre that partly consist of water filtering paludi fields. There
will always remain functions that won’t allow such collaborations
or mixture, however, developing areas with this starting point in
mind can act as a flywheel for creative new concepts enhancing
spatial quality.

An extensive recreational network that accommodates
experiences
The analysis of the Amstelscheg landscape shows the importance
of the dikes as main carriers of the recreational infrastructure
network. The dikes along the Amstel and the ring dike of the
Ronde Hoep function as main recreation routes, heavily used
by bikers, runners and hikers. Except recreational use, these
roads also function as main route for (dairy) transport and
the combination of transport and recreation in limited road

Furthermore the city has potential to contribute to the dairy

space leads to irritation and dangerous situations. Yet, from a

landscape as well. The design includes an urban azolla farm that

revelatory perspective, the multifunctional use of the roads on

is located in the industrial and business area at the east side of the

the dikes is valuable, since farmers and consumers see of each

Amstelscheg. The produce coming from the future urban azolla

other’s presence through encounters (FP6). To accomodate these

farm can be used as cow feed and for human consumption as well.

encounters while mitigate the downsides, the design proposes
route divisions, so farmers and consumers can make use of the
dikes without interferring each other (figure 54). Furthermore, the

Figure 51. Concept expansion of recreation network

Figure 52. Concept: stroll routes for daily visits

Figure 53. Concept: exerience points in recreation network
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design expands the recreation network and further develop the ringdikes
between the reclamation areas and the Bovenland areas to spread the

The Amstelscheg dairy system has become
a more complete system by the addition of

traffic and recreational flows over the area and unburden the intensively

a dairy factory, slaugher house, paludi crop

used route on the dikes along the Amstel (figure 51).

farms and processors for fodder production.

The connection between the Amstelscheg and the city of Amsterdam via
the Amstel dikes is clear, well used and offers a solid entrance to the
Amstelscheg area. In contrary, the connection between the Amstelscheg
and the built areas in the west and east can be strengthened both in

The edges of the Amstelscheg area are
marked with recognizable entrances, the
area can deliver products that have been
produced within the area and the recreation

numbers as well as in a qualitative way, as is suggested in the design.

network and facilities are designed in

These enhancements include, for instance, providing opportunities

one coherent style that is unique for the

for daily strolls and visits through small recreational loops, and freely

Amstelscheg region

accessible facilities like a view point and cycle connections, so that local
people can make use the area and might establish a daily connection with

Experience points at the entrances of the

the area (figure 52; FP8).

Amstelscheg dairy landscape, on crossings of
recreation paths and near dairy components

Throughout the whole area, mainly on crossroads, there are several

that are accesible and oﬀer an experience.

special ‘rest’ places where visitors can have other experiences than those
in-motion (FP 12; figure 53), such as dairy farm sky boxes to look at calf
growth, or a silo lookout tower to overview the area.
In figure 55, the location of applied food revelatory design principles are
shown on the master plan map.

The recreation network is expanded and
enriched with new direct connections and
stroll routes at the city edge. These new
connection enlarge the accesibility of the
Amstelscheg dairy landscape and make it
more attractive to visit the area on a daily
basis.

Land use functions are combined and new
mixed land use areas have been added
close to the city edge of Amstelveen and
Figure 54 . A new clear division
ensures that farmers and
consumers can both make use of
the dike routes without interfering
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Amsterdam. Some of these areas require
collaborations between farmers and
inhabitants of the cities, others encourage
meetings and conversations between.

Legend
Farm (Dairy / paludi)
Paludi fields
Grassland with submerged drainage system
Grassland with high
ground water level
Recreation path for biking
and hiking
Stroll path
Recognizable entrance

Mixed land use area
Paludi culture crop
processing
Calf husbandry

Dairy factory
Slaughter house
Place where dairy
products are sold

Figure 55 .Master plan with
food-revelatory design
principles
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6.4 Site design: city edge Amstelveen

The present situation

A site design has been created in order to further develop the

The site design area focusses on the different shades of

design interventions that have been proposed on larger scale
level and to demonstrate the applicability and usability of the
preliminary food-revelatory design principles on a smaller scale
level. The site design focusses on a specific part of the city edge
of Amstelveen (figure 56). The area is selected for the site design
firstly because it forms an interesting area within the previously
described master plan for the Amstelscheg. The area includes the
three proposed dairy landscape types, an transition between the
built and unbuilt area and parts of the recreational network that
have been proposed on the regional scale level.

landscapes present in the city edge, including the built area
of Amstelveen and the unbuilt landscapes of the Amstelscheg.
The current situation shows the edge area as a horizontal
concatenation - or blinds - of landscape entities, each with
separate characteristics and function (figure 57). In cross section
from west to east, there is the built edge of Amstelveen with
houses, schools etc, oriented inward (1) (figure 58) followed by a
small linear park zone that marks the edge of the city (2). This
linear park is intensively used by inhabitants of the adjacent
neighbourhoods for daily strolls. Further, a wide ditch separates
the linear park of the open landscape of the Bovenkerkerpolder,
which accommodates a mix of land uses such as a golf court
with private entrance, a north-south orientated bike path and

Figure 56 .
Location of
the site design
area.
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1

2

3

Figure 57 . The current situation shows the edge area as a horizontal concatenation - or
blinds - of landscape entities, each with separate characteristics and function

grasslands that are extensively grazed by cows. A farm and

4/5

former farm are located at the bottom of the Ringdijk and
Ringsloot that form the transition from the lower reclamation
area into the higher bovenland (5). This ‘Bovenland’ (upper land)
is in use as extensively grazed grassland with a high natural
value as it hosts many meadow birds. The Amstel river, a peat

5

river flanked by dikes on two sides, flows from south to north
through the area and separates the strip of Bovenland from the
Ronde Hoep polder (6). Houses and farms are located either side
of the dike, each positioned at the foot of the dike or sometimes
even on the slope of the dike.

Figure 58 . Pictures of the present situation

5/6

4/5
5/6
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Figure 59 . Ambitions and developments.

Figure 60 . The physical connections are made by an expansion of the infrastructure and
recreation network within the area.

Ambition and developments
Based on plans and ideas from the municipality and different

value attached to the open, unbuilt and green areas since it offers

stake groups, several ambitions can be formulated for the city

opportunities for recreation and - more important – it could be

edge area around the Amstelscheg. The city edge and adjacent

a base for agriculture that incorporates a broader social function

open landscape are a favourable place for multiple - sometimes

including small catering facilities (Amstelveen, 2011). In the

competing - types of land use such as nature development, water

structure vision 2020, the municipality point to the importance

buffering, recreational routes, sport and leisure facilities and

of a well-functioning connection between the city and the rural

housing development (Amstelveen, 2011). Yet, open spaces such

landscape (figure 59), in particular the development of a good

as the Bovenkerkerpolder – a formal agricultural area – have

connection over the Amstel river between Amstelveen and the

been fragmented by the development of a golf course, which has

Ronde Hoep (Amstelveen, 2011).

claimed nearly the whole polder area.
Agriculture is still a wanted business in the future of the open
However, based on the municipal point of view, there is great
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landscape in the Amselscheg, also for retaining the cultural

areas can complement each other. Two main types of interventions
have been proposed to strengthen the connections and enhance the
landscape itself.

Expansion of the infrastructure and recreation network
The physical connections are made by an expansion of the
infrastructure and recreation network within the area (figure 60).
The area includes various north-south orientated connections
but there is a lack of west-east orientated connections. A new
connection from Amstelveen to the Ronde Hoep has been proposed
which makes it easy and convenient for inhabitants of Amstelveen
to visit the area by bike and use it for recreational purposes.
Furthermore, the new network includes a direct bike connection
between the city and the farms. Accessibility is a prerequisite of
Figure 61 . The psychological connections are made by the creation of places within the

for consumers to regular visit farms and make use of the facilities

network. These places are translations of the food revelatory design principle ‘experience

that are accommodated on farm yards.

stops’ (FP 12).

The analysis showed that, within the present situation, inhabitants
of Amstelveen use the small green recreation zone at the edge of

landscape. Farming companies are given space for expanding
activities related to their business, combined with agricultural
nature management.

the city for their daily strolls. Within this design, the open green
area of the Amstelscheg becomes a lead-out areas of the adjacent
neighbourhoods of Amstelveen. The newly proposed infrastructure
network allows inhabitants of Amstelveen to use the adjacent
green area for a daily stroll or short bike trip. The recreation

The design concept
This site design aims to strengthen both the physical and
psychological connections between the built city edge

network and different types of paths are shown in figure 62.

Revelatory experience stops

of Amstelveen and the adjacent unbuilt productive land.

The psychological connections are made by the creation of places

Furthermore, it tries to upgrade the agricultural land use in the

within the network (figure 61). These place need to have meaning

edge of the Amstelscheg and show how agriculture and built

for the inhabitants of Amstelveen in order to create psychological
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connection, which can be generated through using, knowing

the built and unbuilt.

and/or appreciating a certain place. The design includes three

This design on site scale level shows

revelatory places (Cow park, Co(w)rridor and Sunken Cow

how such a city edge and built-unbuilt

bridge), further explained on pages 100-105

connection can look like. However, this
design is not a blueprint for the other

These places are translations of the food revelatory design

city edges and connections that have

principle ‘experience stops’ (FP 12). The designs show how

been proposed in the regional master

the principle can be interpreted. The design principle provides

plan.

a first incentive for what needs to be designed but doesn’t
specify what the design should like and how it should be
designed. The principle can be
combined with the other foodrevelatory design principles in
order to specify the design of an
experience stop.

Legend
Shopping center were local
products are sold
School area

The relation with the master plan on regional scale level

Milk robot in Cow park

The interventions that have been proposed on the regional

Strawl path

scale level affect this area in multiple ways. There are for

Fields with Paludi culture

instance changes in the land use due to the new devision dairy
landscape types. The Bovenkerker polder has been appointed
as area for the production of paludi crops because of the
seepage, the strip of Bovenland is appointed as grassland with
higher ground water levels and the Ronde Hoep is appointed
as grassland area with a sub-merged drainage system. The

Recreation path and co(w)rridor

Path on wooden platform
The ‘Sunken cow’ bridge

three types of dairy landscape are thereby all present within
this area.

Dairy farm or calf husbandry with sky
box for visitors

The area also contains parts of the expanded recreation
network. The Ringdijk accomodates a new recreation
connection and the area includes a new connection between
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Figure 62 . Site design map
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for the cows of the nearby dairy farmer (FP6).
The cows can graze at the east side of the park
and the bridges with cattle grid prevent them
from entering the west part of the park. The
Cow Park serves as entrance for the open
Amstelscheg area (FP 2). The inhabitants of
Amstelveen can stroll through the grazed
area and bump into a herd of dairy cows and
meet the dairy farmer who visits his cows on
a regular basis (FP 8 & FP 9; figure 63).
The Cow park can include various educative
elements (FP 13), for example a central place
where cows are milked by the dairy farmer. The
process of milking can be viewed from behind
glass (figure 63) and regular visitors will learn how
and when the cows get milked (FP 4). The milk will
be transported to the dairy products factory within
the area and sold in the market that is located in
the center of this neighbourhood (FP1).

Figure 63 .

The Cow Park

Concept sketch

The present city edge of Amstelveen has a small green

visitors can

zone that is intensively used by the inhabitants of
the adjoining neighbourhoods. Within the design,

of place where
experience the
milking process.

the recreative green zone has been expanded and
enriched. Several bridges have been drawn and

Figure 64 . A

the green strip at the other side of the wide ditch

classroom with a

has become part of the park. The park is not only

view on grazing

accessible for the inhabitants of Amstelveen but also

100

dairy cows.
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The co(w)rridor and mixed farm
The farm located close to the city edge (within 500
meter) will transform into a mixed farm with
some paludi crop fields and a herd of Blaarkop
cows that can graze in the Cow Park and on the
upperland grasslands (FP1). Visitors can acces
the farm via the co(w)rridor path that is also
used by the dairy cows to move between the
Cow Park, the farm and upperland grasslands
(FP 6 & FP9).
The mixed farms accomodates various
experienced (figure 65 and 66). The gigantic
silo, that is of use for the farmer, is an eye catcher
and allows visitors to have an overview over the
farm when standing on top (FP 11 & FP 7). There
are wooden deck pathways through the paludi fields
that allow visitors to experience how the crops are
cultivated (FP 8) and there is a restaurant that serves
the produce of farmers who operate within the
Amstelscheg region (FP 5).
Figure 65 . Section
of mixed farm and
gigantic silo

Figure 66 . The
mixed farm that
accomodates
various
experiences
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The ‘Sunken Cow’ bycicle bridge
The physical connection between the city edge
of Amstelveen and the Ronde Hoep polder
is completed with the ‘Sunken Cow’ bicycle
bridge (figure 67). This bridge allows bikers
and hiker to cross the Amstel and provides
access to the inner dike of the Amstel from
which visitors can have a great view over
the Ronde Hoep. However, the view from
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Figure 67 . The sunken cow bycicle bridge
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the bridge over the open landscape is even more spectaculair.

showing a (symbolically) sunken cow in the peat landscape, as

There is a vista over the wet Bovenland grasslands on the west,

is happening in the surrounding area. The bridge is a translation

as a contrast to the dry grasslands on the east of the Ronde

of the conceptual drawing of sculptural sunken cows (figure

Hoep where submerged drains have been installed (FP 10). This

69). In the vicinity of the bridge, information on the topic of soil

unusual point of view allows visitors to see the parcel pattererns

subsidence is provided.

(FP 7) of the polder landscape.
The bridge is designed as a slim construction, in which a thick
Apart from being a functional and physical connection, the

steel frame forms the shape of the upperbody of a dairy cow.

bridge is also meant as a land-art statement that aims to raise

Columns of thin bars create the familiar brown spots of the cow,

attention and awareness for the process of soil subsidence in the

whereas at they are functioning as the safety railings of the

Amstelscheg landscape and wider ‘Groene hart’ region (FP 3) by

bridge as well.

Figure 68 . Section of the sunken cow bicycle bridge
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The construction is designed so it doesnt interfer with traffic
regulations for cars, trucks and boats on the Amstel river
as well. The slope of the cycle path does not exceed 1:20 to
guarantee a smooth raise for cyclists, although it rises 6m
above the dike’s crest, providing the earlier mentioned views
(figure 68).
The bridge has the potential to become a central and known
landmark within the Amstelscheg that will attract visitors
and people passing by, allowing the dairy farms located
close by the bridge to profit of the attention and consuming
costumers.

Figure 69 . Conceptual drawing of sculptural sunken cows.
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6.5 Design reflection
Applicability and usefullness of the food-revelatory design
principles
The design principles have been demonstrated on two scale

Some design principles appeared usefull and applicable on both

levels: the Amstelscheg region scale and the Amstelveen city edge

scale levels. The principle ‘Acces and experience’ for instance,

site scale. Throughout the design process, it became clear which

offered input for designing recreational networks and routes on

design principles could be applied on what scale level. Six of the

the region scale but also for designing paths and places on the

thirteen preliminary design principles appeared to be applicable

site scale.

and useful for designing on a regional scale level. The design
principles offered guidance to adapt the dairy system and expand

The principles have been used as input for the design, offered

and enrich the infrastructure and recreation network within

guidance for the development of concepts and influenced design

the Amstelscheg. The design principle ‘maximal overlap’ and

decisions. The design process led to insight in the applicability

‘maximal interaction’ formed the incentive to propose mixed and

and usefulness of each principle. The process pointed out that

multifunctional land uses in the areas where the built and unbuilt

the principles both deliver input for ‘what’ we can design and

landscape meet.

‘how’ we should design it. However, the principles need to be
interpreted and there is room and need for the creative input of

All thirteen preliminary design principles appeared applicable and

designers.

useful for designing on a site scale level. The design principles
offered input and guidance in designing an enriched recreation

Using these principles does not automatically guarantee good

network and several food-revelatory places within the network.

designs as skilled landscape architects and designers are needed
to interpret and apply them in correct ways (Prominski, 2017).

Figure 70 . Design reflection schedule - scale.
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Does the design facilitates the reduction of the rift
between food production and consumption?
Reducing the rift can be achieved by strengthening the three

functionally and culturally linked to the local geography with

rift relations. The actual relations can only be strengthened by

its distinctive characteristics.

producers and consumers themselves: it has to ‘happen.’ The
relation between a human being and another human being/
the environment cannot be enforced or determined. Spatial
interventions and design will therefore never lead to a direct

The actual effect of the revelatory design on the rift can only
be tested through a emperical test. However, this kind of
testing goes beyond the reasonable scope of this thesis.

reduction of the rift.
Still, spatial design can facilitate activities, places and other
affordances that lead to stronger relations and connections.
The food revelatory design principles have been used to
enlarge the connective and communucative ability of the
Amstelscheg dairy landscape. Furthermore, the design
interventions have contributed to the strenghtening of
the relation between food producers and the biophysical
environment as it resulted in an agro-systems that is

Figure 71 . Design reflection schedules - the rift relations
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and discussion
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7.1 Conclusions
This final chapter summarizes the
research and shows the conclusions,
discussion, and recommendations
for the use of the developed foodrevelatory design principles and
further research on the topic of foodrevelatory design.

The aim of this thesis was to expand knowledge on the design of productive food
landscapes in city regions that, apart from being productive, also serve as places
where the rift between food production and consumption can be reduced. The
objective of this thesis project was to explore how such food landscapes can be
designed and to explore whether the existing eco-revelatory design principles
can be translated into more specific, relevant and applicable food-revelatory
design principles that help to design these landscapes.
The process that led to the food-revelatory design principles contained several
research and design steps. The research includes a research for design phase
in which knowledge was gained on three topics. First, the present body of
knowledge on the rift between food production and consumption and its
possible reduction have been studied. Second, insight had to be gained on
how food landscapes in city regions are currently structured and designed.
Third and lastly, the existing eco-revelatory design principles were explored.
The knowledge and outputs of this research for design phase formed the
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input for the research through design phase in which steps

being gathered his own food into a complex system in which

were taken to convert the knowledge into applicable design

a relatively small group of food producers produces food for

principles. The research through design phase consists of the

all. Throughout this process, relations between food producers,

formulation of preliminary food-revelatory design principles

consumers and the biophysical environment changed. Without

and the examination of these principles within a productive

going back in time and redeveloping a society in which

food landscape in a city region. The case study location of the

everyone produces their own food, the rift can be reduced by the

Amstelscheg area was used to demonstrate the preliminary

development of a food system in which the following challenging

design principles.

‘rift-relations’ are strenghtened:

Through this research and design process, the main research
question could be answered: ‘What food revelatory design
principles can be developed to design an Amstelscheg dairy
landscape in which the rift between consumption and production
could be reduced?’. In this chapter, the results of this research
will be summarized by answering the sub-research questions
and the sub-design question. Subsequently, these outcomes
will be reflected upon through a critical discussion, followed by
recommendations.

A. Consumers and the origin of their food.
Human beings who handed over tasks of food provisioning
became consumers and lost the direct connection with the biophysical world that stands at the beginning of each product
(McClintock, 2010; Korthals, 2018). The trend of stronger
relations between consumers and the origin of their food can
be regarded as a consequence of the current untransparant and
untracable character of food chains and components within those
chains (Wiskerke,2009; Viljoen, 2012; Hopper, 2016; Korthals,

What challenges can be derived from the problematic rift
between food production and consumption? (SRQ 1)
In order to answer this question, a literature study has been
conducted. The current body of literature on the rift has been
studied to examine what the individual dimension of rift actually

2018). The role of landscape architects in the strenghtening of the
relation between consumers and the origin of their food through
direct engagement with food, lies within the creation and
ideation of places that facilitate active involvement and education
of consumers in food production activities.

contains and how the rift developed over time.
The individual rift between food production and consumption
resulted from various consecutive developments that shaped
our food systems, such as the agrarian and industrial revolution
(Korthals, 2018). The way how humans provide themselves
with food changed relatively fast over time. The system
developed from a simple system in which every single human
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B. Connection between producers and consumers
The early food systems included direct contact and
communication between food producers and consumers,
present food systems in developed countries are characterised
by impersonal and anonymous food chains (Philips, 2006;

Oosterveer, 2007; Viljoen and Wiskerke, 2012; Sonnino, 2016;
Duncan, 2017; Korthals, 2018). The role of landscape architects
in the strenghtening of the relation between food producers and
consumers, lies within the development of places where food
producers and consumers can meet, exchange goods and interact
in order to develop insight in the food production system and one
another, as well as designing the routes and networks to make a
place embedded in the right context.

Sub-research question 2 : How is the dairy system, as the
most dominant city region food system, embedded in the
Amstelscheg landscape? (SRQ 2)
In order to answer this question, an inventory of a general
dairy system has been made. The city region food system
approach (Kaspers, 2011) is used to analyse a variety of dairy
related components, sub-components and the links between
them. The dairy system consists of five main components;
dairy- production, processing, distribution, consumption

C. Connection between producers and the biophysical environment.
Food systems have become more and more globally, instead of
locally oriented and as a result of this orientation shift, food
systems have become less connected and embedded in the local
biophysical environment (Wiskerke, 2009; Duncan,2017). Food
producers who are still in direct contact with the bio-physical
world are under social and economic pressure and develop
unbalanced relations with the biophysical world (Omrod, 2016)
Scholars address the need to shift from the ruling ‘food from
nowhere culture’ towards a more ‘place-based food culture’ in
order to reduce the rift (Viljoen and Wiskerke, 2012; Sonnino,
2016; Duncan, 2017; Korthals, 2018). Landscape architects can
contribute to the strenghtening of the relation between food
producers and the biophysical environment by designing agrosystems that are functionally and culturally linked to the local
geography with its distinctive characteristics.

and valorization/ disposal. Each component includes subcomponents. For instance, four sub-components can be
distinguished within the dairy production component; dairy
farms, crop farms, calf husbandries and farms where they keep
breeding bulls. The inventory of the general dairy system is
used to study the specific dairy system within the Amstelscheg
landscape. The analysis of the Amstelscheg contains an inventory
of the dairy components and subcomponents within the
Amstelscheg area and resulted in diagrammatic maps that show
what and where subcomponents are present in the Amstelscheg
dairy landscape. In order to answer the question and find out
in what way the dairy system is embedded in the Amstelscheg
landscape, the development of both the dairy system and the
Amstelscheg landscape has been studied. The development of
the dairy system and the Amstelscheg landscape are inextricably
linked. Processes and developments that shaped the dairy system
influenced the Amstelscheg landscape and vice versa. Examples
of such processes and developments are the process of soil
subsidence, peat excavation and the modernization of transport

The proposed sub-challenges and goals should not be understand

methods.

and adopted as independent challenges but are best seen as one
interlinked holistic challenge. It is from a holistic perspective
that different aspects of the rift can be highlighted and adressed,
which is most benificial for reducing the individual rift.
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Sub-research question 3 : What eco-revelatory design
principles are known and in what way can they be translated
into preliminary food-revelatory principles ? (SRQ 3)

1. Food system with a seizable scale

In order to answer the first part of this question, a literature

3. Make processes of time perceivable

study has been conducted. The current body of literature on the
eco-revelatory design approach has been studied to create an
inventory of eco-revelatory design principles. The inventory
resulted in thirteen eco-revelatory design principles and these
principles are divided over five thematic categories: human scale,
human time scale, sensory perceptibility, proximity, attention/
arousal and complexity. The first category ‘human scale’ includes
two principles of which one: ‘Make objects, processes and events
that are (almost) too big or too small to perceive perceivable by
creating up- or down- scaled presentations or re-presentations’
(Gibson, 1979; Thayer,1998; Liverman, 2007; Kaymaz, 2012).
The result of the literature study has been complemented with
a reference study. Each principle is linked to one ore more
reference projects and imaginative images that help to concretize
and interpret the design principle.
The inventory of eco-revelatory design principles formed the

2. The food landscape as coherent entity

4. Highlight moments in time
5. Strenghten and expand the sensory experience
6. Maximal overlap
7. Provide overview
8. Access and experience
9. Maximal interaction
10. Steer the attention of the public
11. Attract the attention of the public
12. Experience stops
13. The food landscape as teacher and classroom

input for answering the second part of the research question ‘in
what way can they be translated into preliminary food-revelatory
design principles?’. In order to answer this part of the question,
each eco-revelatory design principle has first been linked to the
outcomes of sub-research question one and two. The interplay
between the problematic rift, the analysis of the dairy system
in the context of the Amstelscheg and the eco-revelatory
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How to design a revelatory Amstelscheg dairy landscape that
facilitates the reduction of the rift between food production
and consumption? (DQ).

design principles formed the basis for the development of the

In answering this question, the thirteen preliminary food-

preliminary food-revelatory design principles. The eco-revelatory

revelatory design principles have been examined, by use of

design principles have been translated into the following thirteen

design methods, in the specific context of the Amstelscheg

preliminary food revelatory design principles :

dairy landscape. The principles have been demonstrated on

two different scale levels: the Amstelscheg region scale and

connective and communucative ability of the Amstelscheg dairy

the Amstelveen city edge site scale. The research through

landscape. Furthermore, the design interventions have contribute

designing process resulted in a master plan on Amstelscheg

to the strenghtening of the relation between food producers and

scale in which six of the thirteen preliminary design principles

the biophysical environment as it resulted in a agro-systems

are used. The master plan includes strategic interventions with

that is functionally and culturally linked to the local geography

two main focusses. First, interventions adapt the dairy system

with its distinctive characteristics.

and landscape in order to create a more regional oriented and
sustainable system. Second, interventions expand and enrich the
recreation network within the Amstelscheg area.

The actual effect of the revelatory design on the rift can only be
tested through a emperical test. However, this kind of testing is
not part of the scope of this thesis.

The research through designing process also resulted in a
design for a specific part of the Amstelveen city edge in which
all thirteen preliminary design principles were used. The
interventions collaboratively contributed to the creation of a
better physical and psychological connection of the built area
with the Amstelscheg dairy landscape. The physical connections
are formed by new and adjusted paths and routes. The
psychological connections are firstly stimulated by the design
of specific places within the network of paths and routes that
stimulate the overlap and interaction between dairy producers
and dairy consumers. Secondly, places are created that potentially
facilitate an increase of knowledge, understanding and
appreciation of visitors for the Amstelscheg dairy landscape.
In order to answer the design question, reflection upon the
designs in relation to the rift was needed. The reflection
questions the ability of the designs to contribute to the rift
challenges that formed the main outcome of sub-research
question one. Although spatial design does not hold the power
to directly lead to a stronger relation between food consumers,
producers and the origin of food products, it can facilitate
activities that lead to stronger relations and connections. The
food revelatory design principles have been used to enlarge the

What food revelatory design principles can be developed for
designing an Amstelscheg dairy landscape that contributes
the reduction of the rift between food production and
consumption? (MRQ)
The results from the sub-research questions and the sub-design
question combined form the answer to this main research
question. Thirteen food-revelatory design principles have
been developed and used to re-design the Amstelscheg dairy
landsape in such a way that it facilitates the reduction of the
rift between food production and consumption. The research
through designing process has led to new insights, resulting in
refined and improved design principles. Some preliminary design
principles that were first included have been deleted, others have
been joined or individually adapted.
The design process furthermore led to insight in the applicability
and usefulness of each principle. Six of the thirtheen principles
appeared useful and applicable on a regional scale level and all
the principles appeared to be useful and applicable on a site scale
level. The process pointed out that the principles both deliver
input for ‘what’ we can design and ‘how’ we should design.
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However, the principles need to be interpreted and there is

example described in the ‘Stadsrandenatlas’ published by LOLA

room and need for the creative input of designers. Using these

Landscape architects (2011). Therefore, design results for this

principles does not automatically guarantee good designs as

case must be verified in other cases to improve its validity and

skilled landscape architects and designers are needed to interpret

reliability.

and apply them in correct ways (Prominski, 2017).

The second discussion point is about the analysis method that
has been used to analyse the dairy food system within the specific
context of the Amstelscheg area. The city region food system
approach of Kaspers (2017) has been used to structure and guide

7.2 Discussion
There are several factors that are essential in the discussion
and interpretation of the results of this thesis project. In the
following section, I will reflect on the potential weaknesses and
limitations of the research approach and outcomes. Furthermore,
I will discuss its significance and value within a wider scientific
and societal context.

the analysis. This approach offers a clear framework through
which the structure and components of a food system can be
examined and described. The approach is useful for creating an
inventory of a food system but doesn’t offer input for analysing
and understanding the driving forces and processes that shaped the
system. An approach that possibly can offer such input is the food
system narrative approach that has been developed by Matthew
Potteiger (2013), who aims to explore how food and landscape
are mutually constituted through shared ecological, social, and
spatial systems and outlines ways of representing and shaping the

Reflection on the research approach, design principles and
designs
The first discussion point is about the selection of the
Amstelscheg as a case study. The selection of this test case arose
of a collaboration with the Evidence based Food System Designproject that operates in the metropolitan region of Amsterdam.
Within the metropolitan region of Amsterdam, the Amstelscheg
area seemed to be an useful test case as it met two main selection
criteria, namely: the area needed to be a typical example of a
productive peri-urban food landscape within a city region and
the area needed to be clearly defined in terms of geographical
borders and food system. However, there is a great variety in
characteristics that determine city regions and city edges, for
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relationships between food and landscape using a framework of
food systems, narratives, networks, and spaces (Potteiger, 2013).
Moreover, the choice to use the city region food system approach
of Kaspers (2017) influenced the focus of the interviews. Site visits
and open ended interviews were used to gather information and
insights on the sub-components of the dairy food system in the
Amstelscheg context. The questions focused on functional aspects
of dairy component and led, for instance, to insight in the size of
dairy farms in the Amstelscheg, the necessary amount of grassland
needed to feed one dairy cow and the use of dairy cows for meat
production. In retrospective, it could have been valuable if the
interviews were more orientated on examining the rift between
the dairy farmers and dairy consumers in the MRA region and the
narratives behind the Amstelscheg dairy landscape.

The third discussion point is about the influence of the researcher

personal factors and social demographic factors are not decisive.

on the outcomes of the research. In the process of design

It is therefore hard to monitor someone’s food style and to point

principle development, a high level of designers influence

out where specific target groups live. Studying consumer target

is adapted to transform abstract theoretical ingredients and

groups is more common in sociological research and didn’t fit

analytical outcomes into practical design interpretations. These

in the scope of thesis. However, creating designs for specific

interpretations are biased as they include intuition and personal

consumer target groups can be an interesting follow up of this

design preferences. In order to determine the influence of the

thesis.

designer it would be valuable to propose different designers with
the same theoretical and analytical outcomes to test if similar
principles would arise from the process.

Significance and value of this thesis

The fourth discussion point is about the generalization of the

In order to reflect on the significance and value of this thesis,

design principles that result from this thesis. The principles

the findings can be positioned in a broader scientific and societal

resulting from this thesis research are called ‘food-revelatory

context. The societal relevance of this thesis exists of its indirect

design principles’ although they have been developed around a

contribution to the reduction of the rift. The rift between food

specific food system that delivers a specific type of food, namely

production and consumption is a societal problem as it negatively

dairy products. It is interesting to reflect upon the general

affects the functioning of our food systems (Korthals, 2018;

applicability of the design principles for designing various

McClintock, 2011). Another aspect of societal relevance is the

productive food landscapes. In order to use the food-revelatory

contribution of this thesis to the ongoing debate on the future

design principles to intervene in other types of productive food

of Dutch ‘peat meadow dairy landscapes’. This thesis shows a

landscape, one should first conduct an analysis of the food

design solution in which alternative land uses, that possibly lead

system and the landscape in which it is embedded. The analysis

to a reduction of the level of soil subsidence and fulfil a function

is a necessary prerequisite as it leads to the necessary insight in

in the dairy sector, are combined. The design doesn’t offer the

the food system and landscape input for ‘what’ processes, events

ultimate solution for a maximal reduction of soil subsidence but

and objects can be revealed.

shows a model in which different solutions are combined and

The fifth discussion point is about the effectiveness and impact
of the designs. Interventions that aim to strengthen the rift
relations can be most effective at places where the relations
are heavily disturbed. Within this thesis research, an attempt
has been made to designate places where the rift relations were

lead to a more divers production landscape and a reduction of
soil subsidence. So far, there is no optimal solutions known in
which the processes of soil subsidence is completely stopped and
the dairy production system stays maintains its full production
capacity.

most disturbed by studying consumer target groups. However,

The scientific significance of this thesis firstly exists of its

consumer target groups are distinguished on a large variety of

contribution to the existing body of knowledge on the individual
rift between food production and consumption. The individual
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dimension of the rift has been studied by scholars with various

often fail to specify what relation they are talking about. Within

scientific background among who scholars with a spatial

this thesis, I tried to give a more in-depth exploration of the

planning and social geographical background (Viljoen,2012). So

abstract concept of ‘the urban-rural relation or connection’

far, there haven’t been scholars with a spatial design background

means by linking it to the rift. The concept will always remain

who specifically focussed on the rift. The knowledge that spatial

ambiguous but I would like to challenge spatial planners and

designers have of the functioning of the human-environment

designers to be more specific when discussing the ‘urban-

relation has thereby not been linked to the rift although it offers

rural relationship or connection’. This thesis offers input and

opportunities for a better understanding of the rift and potential

knowledge that might help to specify the concept.

solutions. Within this thesis, the rift has been studied from a
spatial design perspective and the rift phenomenon has been
linked to the a spatial design approach; the eco-revelatory design
knowledge.

7.3 Further research and
recommendations

The scientific significance of this thesis furthermore exists of

To encourage and initiate further research based on the research

approach. In doing so, this thesis aimed to link separate fields of

its contribution to the eco-revelatory design approach. The

and design of this thesis, several recommendations are proposed.

thesis aimed to broaden the scope of the approach by exploring

The food-revelatory design principles that result from this thesis

its applicability for designing food systems and productive food
landscapes. Proponents and critics of the eco-revelatory approach
both address the need to explore a broader range of subjects
in order to increase the scope of the approach and thereby its
usefulness and relevance. This thesis aims to link the ecorevelatory design approach to the problematic rift between food
production and consumption. By linking the approach to such
a problematic phenomenon it gains more relevance and this
relevance is needed to further develop the approach.
A last point of significance that can be allocated to this thesis is
its possible contribution to peoples understanding of urban- rural
relationships. Within the field of spatial planning and landscape
architecture it is generally accepted to talk and write about ‘the
urban-rural relation or connection’. However, people who use
this concept to express spatial ambitions, strategies and concepts
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research have specifically been developed around the Amstelscheg
dairy landscape. However, the principles have the potential
to be used on different types of productive food landscapes. It
would be an interesting next step to explore how applicable and
useful these design principles are for designing different types of
productive food landscapes within city regions. Can the principles
for example be used to re-design areas with greenhouses or
areas that are used for the cultivation of crops? In order to use
these principles, one first needs to analyse that particular food
system within the landscape in which it is embedded. This thesis
provides insight of how food landscapes can be analysed. Within
the discussion, I already suggested that it would be interesting to
explore whether and how the city region food system approach
of Kaspers (2017) and the food system narrative approach of
Potteiger (2013) can be combined into one analytical framework
for analysing food systems and landscapes.

This thesis aimed to broaden the scope of the eco-revelatory
design approach. However, the eco-revelatory design approach
is also in need of scientific evidence that proves the effectiveness
of revelatory design. Both critics and proponents of the approach
agree that designers who use the eco-revelatory design approach
need to examine the assumptions of eco-revelatory design’s
ability to affect perceptions and create positive ecological change
(France, 2003). Within this thesis, food-revelatory design
principles have led to food-revelatory designs and these designs
lean on similar assumptions as the general eco-revelatory design
approach. The designs that are created within this thesis aim to
change people’s perception and understanding of food related
systems, events and processes. The emperical testing of the effect
of the designs is not included in the scope of this thesis. Although
it is likely to accept that these designs and principles will affect
peoples perception, further research is needed to verify this.
While searching for reference projects and images that could
complement the theoretical descriptions of the eco-revelatory
design principles, I came across many landscape architecture
projects that contained revelatory aspects. However, from
conversations with landscape architects and spatial designers
within the field I’ve learned that the eco-revelatory approach
is not very familiar among practitioners. In order to become
successful and relevant, a design approach and design principles
need to be used by practitioners. Research is needed to
understand better whether and how design principles contribute
to the improvement, acceleration and creativity of designing in
practice (Prominski, 2017). An interesting next step for research
would be to explore the foundations why the eco-revelatory
design approach isn’t familiar among and used by practitioners.
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A : Water study maps
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B: Maps and tables: alternative land uses in Amstelscheg
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Model 1a: Grassland with sub-merged drainage system (land based)
Possitive and negative consequences

Effect on rift and
revelatory
character

Effect on Amstelscheg landscape characteristics

Effect on dairy system

Short term
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Long term

- high costs (Sub-merged drainage system costs +/-165 euro per hectare per year (Rijken et al. 2016).
+ Grass efficiency
+ Cows can be outside for a longer period.
+ Less damage by cows and machines.
+/- Intensive model is most combined with sub-merged drainage system. (Born,2016)
+ 50% soil subsidence (Born,2016)
+ Increase of reliability of the production system (Schipper,2015)

Productive character

+ Productive character can be preserved. Dairy production system can become more intensive.

Recreative character

+/- Most of the recreation takes places on the dikes. The paths through the field will stay accessible
but might disappear as the land with drains becomes more valuable.

Cultural historic characteristics

+ The historical parcel patterns can be preserved (until a certain moment in time, soil subsidence is
only delayed)

Open landscape

+/- Preserved at the places where submerged drainage is applied.

Biodiversity and birds

+/- The effect of under water drainage on the biodiversity in the soil is still unknown (Schipper, 2015)
- Sub-merged drainage system can have a negative impact on the biodiversity (uniform grass and
intensive use) (Born, 2016)

Water system

- Demand for water increases, water buffers needed (Alterra 2009, Schipper, 2015).
+/- kwel neemt toe, wegzijging af (Schipper, 2015)

- The cows can stay outside for a longer period.
- 50% reduction of soils subsidence. The system is still not completely sustainable.
+ Complex water system
- The sub-merges drainage system is an interesting system / technical solution.

Model 1b: Grassland with high ground water level and Blaarkop cows
Possitive and negative consequences

Effect on rift and
revelatory
character

Effect on Amstelscheg landscape
characteristics

Effect on dairy system

Short term

Long term

-/+ This type of grassland is linked to a more extensive model of dairy farming. Extensive farms need
to search for an alternative market and therefore often search for added value (biologic products or
local products) (Born, 2016)
+/- Extensive dairy farm model. At least 20 /25 farms with 70/80 ha land needed to create local
chain.
- Extensive system does deliver less dairy and meat. The system will become a bit more extensive
compared to the current system.
+ Less costs for water management
+/- New machines needed to access the wet soils.
- More damage by cows
+/- Switch to Blaarkop cow
- Less grass and dairy.
+ lower costs for water management
+ 50% reduction of soils subsidence. (Born,2016)

Productive character

- The landscape will still be productive but will deliver less dairy products

Recreative character

+/- parcels become wet/swampy. Walking through the field can become an experience.

Cultural historic characteristics

- Parcel patterns will become less tight.

Open landscape

+/- Open character can be preserved but the grasses might grow a bit higher.

Biodiversity and birds

+ Birds and extensive farming are a proven successful combination. (Born,2016)

Water system

+ Fields contain more water
+ Lower costs for water management

- It could be interesting to compare the differences between the extensive and intensive dairy production system.
- 50% reduction of soils subsidence but there is still soil subsidence
- All types of multifunctional land use are welcome to strengthen the usability of the land. But the land is for many activities to wet.
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Model 1c: Paludi culture crops – Cattail, Azolla, Duck weed, Elephants grass, Willow (land based)

Effect on rift and
revelatory character

Effect on Amstelscheg landscape characteristics

Effect on dairy
system

Possitive and negative consequences
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Short term

- No production of dairy products and a completely different business model
+ Local cow food production.
- The new business models are still unsure but location close to the city offer the best possibilities.

Long term

- Peat can be preserved
- No problems with seepage

Productive character

- Paludi crops can be used as fodder, stable material but also for human consumption and building
material (see appendix C)
+ Many wet crop cultivations offer the change to use the land as a flexible water buffer

Recreative character

+/- No influence but the scene will change. New types of land-use can bring new opportunities for
recreation activities.

Cultural historic characteristics

+/- There used to be a combination of crops and grassland.
- Parcel pattern might change

Open landscape

- Openess might disappear, depending on crops.

Biodiversity and birds

+/- Birds and crops don’t go along but the new types of land use can result in a divers landscape with
a other rich biodiversity.
+ Paludi culture can have a positive effect on biodiversity especially permanent crops. (Born,2016)

Water system

+ Many wet crop cultivations offer the change to use the land as a flexible water buffer

-/+ Using crops both as cow fodder and for human consumption
-/+ If all the land will be used for other land use the dairy industry will be further from the city.
+/- Stopping soil subsidence, changing the landscape and its function. A visible solution.
+/- Relation between cattle feed and dairy production

Eiwitrijk veevoer
• Aminozuren extractie
• Oliën
• Duurzame verf

renewable energy, biofuel
animal feed
food for humans
fish feed

Strooisel voor stallen
Energiegewas
Bouwmateriaal

Veevoer (jonge takken en
twijgen)
• Energiegewas
• Bouw- en timmerhout

Azolla (kroosvaren)

Duck weed

Olifantsgras

Willow

• Ruwvoer en stalstrooisel
• Bio-bouw- en
isolatiemateriaal
• Kruidengeneesmiddelen
• Biomassa voor energie

Used for

Cattail

What

Beperkt CO2-emissie
Remt bodemdaling bij hoge
grondwaterstand
Afvoer van nutriënten via
biomassa, afh ankelijk van
oogstmoment
Denitrificatie
Tijdelijke waterberging
(weken/maanden)
Schuil-, foerageer- of
pleisterplaats voor dieren

Beperkt CO2-emissie
Remt bodemdaling bij hoge
grondwaterstand
Afvoer van nutriënten via
biomassa, afh ankelijk van
oogstmoment
Tijdelijke waterberging geen
probleem (ervaringen
beperkt)
Kruidenrijk
Schuilplaats voor dieren

Water filter
Mosquito prevention
Prevents algae growth
Reduces evaporation on
bodies of water

- Geen data CO2-emissie
data
-Stopt bodemdaling (bij
sawa-teelt), ophoging door
sedimentatie
-Afvoer van nutriënten uit
oppervlaktewater via
biomassa
-Waterberging jaarrond
mogelijk
-Habitat voor aquatische
soorten en trekvogels
-Varen en sportvisserij

• 30 - 60% minder CO2equivalent
• Stopt bodemdaling
• Afvoer van nutriënten via
biomassa en denitrifi catie
Waterberging • 3.000 - 9.000
m3 per ha gedurende enkele
weken
jaarrond
• Verhoogt P-mobilisatie in
winter (1,5 - 5x grasland)
• Belangrijk habitat voor
libellen en waterfauna
• Aanvullend beheer gericht
op soorten mogelijk
• Sportvisserij, vogelaars,
fietsen en wandelen

Pro’s / no’s

Picture

X

X

Very efficient
This type of crops has multiple
applicabilities/ changes. Both short
term and long term changes.

Very efficient
De vraag naar alternatieve eiwitten is
groeiende in de markt van de dierlijke
en humane voeding. Er wordt
geïnvesteerd in alternatieven, zoals
eendenkroos, insectenolie en algen.
Gezien de groeisnelheid van azolla
heeft het serieuze kansen om een
schaalbaar alternatief te worden. De
veevoederindustrie is bereid meer te
betalen voor duurzame eiwitten en
diverse bedrijven/ organisaties zijn
geïnteresseerd om azolla (en
eendenkroos) te testen en verder te
ontwikkelen. Op de middellange
termijn heeft azolla ook
marktpotentieel voor humane voeding.

Very efficient
This type of crops has multiple
applicabilities/ changes. Both short
term and long term changes.

Studied by duursen

C : Paludi crops tabel
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D: Design concept drawings
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Transcripton of Semi-structured
interviews and farm visit

Gangbaar maakt wel meer gebruik van externe aankoop van krachtvoer
en bijproducten. Uiteraard zis daar ook areaal voor nodig. Of de
afdruk van bio kleiner is,dat is de klassieke Wageningse discussie. Om
dezelfde hoeveelheid melk te produceren heb je in de gangbare situatie

Boer 1 [in Bovenland] (naam bekend bij auteur)
[MG] Ik vroeg mij af hoeveel m2 grond er eigenlijk achter een
koe met een normaal dieet schuil gaat wanneer je kijkt naar
zijn voeding. En is die afdruk van uw koeien dan kleiner in

natuurgebied. Bio heeft meer ha’s nodig, maar de negatieve effecten van
kunstmest en bestrijdingsmiddelen zijn er niet en de biodiversiteit op
de bio graslanden is hoger. We wachten nog op een goede kwantitatieve
invulling van deze tegenstelling om uit te wijzen welke van de twee nu

vergelijking?

eigenlijk beter is ........

Ik neem aan dat je in vergelijking met een gangbare situatie bedoelt?

[MG] Is er een richtlijn die globaal aangeeft hoeveel m2 weide er

Kwantitatief lastig te beantwoorden, want een boel variabele factoren.
Ik doe een globale poging: Voor de bio melkveehouderij gaan we uit van
zo’n 9000 kg ds (drogestof) opbrengst van een ha grasland per jaar.
Uiteraard is de variatie afhankelijk van grondsoort, vochtvoorziening,
bemesting, management etc groot. Een melkkoe met een volledig
grasrantsoen produceert gemiddeld 4.000 kg melk. Hierbij ga ik
even uit van een mij bekend bio bedrijf op een gemiddelde kwaliteit
grondsoort en melkkoeien. Deze melkkoeien eten gemiddeld zo’n 16
kg ds gras per dag. Op jaarrbasis dus 365*16 = 5840 kg ds opname. Dit
houdt in zo’n 1,5 koe per ha, op een volledig grasrantsoen. In de praktijk

nodig is per x aantal koeien?
Als je uitgaat van wetgeving dan mogen bio bedrijven 170 kg N per ha
produceren zonder mest af te voeren. Een gemiddelde bio melkkoe staat
in de tabellen (afhankelijk van melkproductienieveau) op een jaarlijkse
N-uitstoot van 96 kg. 170 / 96 = 1,77 melkkoe excl. jongvee. Daarnaast
is er ook een algemene regel dat biobedrijven het moeilijk krijgen om de
bedrijfsvoering qua voervoorziening rond te krijgen als de melkproductie
boven de 10.000 kg per ha ligt. Uitgaande van een gemiddelde productie
van 6.500 kg per koe kom je dan op zo’n 1,5 koe per ha.

hebben ook de meeste bio melkveehouderijen ook een krachtvoer gift.

[MG] Weet u waar het meeste krachtvoer vandaan komt en of

Krachtvoer verdringt de grasopname, maar niet 1 op 1. Op mijn bedrijf

er al wordt nagedacht over alternatieve krachtvoer bronnen die

is de gemiddelde krachtvoergift 4 kg per koe per dag, de ds grasopname

in/in de buurt van de regio Amstelland geproduceerd kunnen

zo’n 14 kg en de gemiddelde productie 6800 kg melk. Op gangbare

worden?

bedrijven, met kunstmest en een hoger aandeel productief raaigras, is
de gemiddelde ds opbrengst 13.000 kg per ha en een hogere energie en
vooral eiwitgehalte. Daarnaast is de krachtvoergift en bijproducten op
gangbare bedrijven hoger.
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minder ha’s nodig en dus meer ha’s over om volledig in te richten als

Voor bio melkveekrachtvoer is per 1-1-2019 de verplichting dat 90% van
de grondstoffen binnen Europa geproduceerd wordt. De komende jaren
wordt dit percentage verhoogd naar 100 %. Op een goede grondsoort
is het telen van eigen krachtvoer mogelijk of een samenwerking met

Dus per koe en nog veel sterker per liter geproduceerde melk heeft de

een bio akkerbouwer in de buurt. Amstelland is veengrond en zijn de

bio melkveehouderij meer grasland nodig in vergelijking met gangbaar.

mogelijkheden om iets anders dan gras te verbouwen bijna niet mogelijk

en ook niet gewenst. Akkerbouw gebieden liggen wat verder af dus

rantsoen met relatief veel ruwvoer (bio) zal de totale ds opname van het

samenwerking ligt vanwege hoge transportkosten ook niet echt voor de

rantsoen met veel krachtvoer groter zijn.

hand.
[MG] U gaf in uw antwoorden aan dat een koe binnen een (bij u
bekend) biologische melkveehouderij ongeveer +/-16kg droge

[boer 2 in Bovenkerkerpolder] (naam bekend bij auteur)

stof consumeert op een dag (of iets minder bij toevoeging van

[MG] Tot welke waterstand kan het land gebruikt worden door

krachtvoeding). Nu zie ik op de website van de Nederlandse

het melkvee 5.80 op het laagste gedeelte van de polder . Het

Zuivel Organisatie het volgende staan :

verschil tussen het hoogste en laagste land is wel 80 cm schat

“Een koe eet ongeveer 60 kilo voer per dag (55 kilo
ruwvoer en 5 kilo krachtvoer). Dit is voornamelijk
gras, maar ook ander ruwvoer zoals mais en resten uit

ik. Delen de koeien en de vogels de weidegrond continu of zijn
er ook tijden waarop de koeien de wei niet in worden gelaten,
bijvoorbeeld tijdens het broedseizoen?

de voedingsmiddelenindustrie. Daarnaast krijgen

De percelen waar veel weidevogels zitten lopen vanaf 1 april tot 15

veel koeien krachtvoer, in deze brokjes is vaak mais,

juni geen koeien en schapen en enkel perceel zou wel mogen door het

citrus, bieten, palmpit, raapschroot en soja verwerkt.

extensief te beweiden . Ik heb mijn melkkoeien het hele jaar op stal .

Gemiddeld eet een Nederlandse koe 0,75 kilo soja per

Jongvee gaat in de zomer wel het land in.

dag (1,25% van het totale rantsoen).”

[MG] Ik las dat er in de Bovenkerkerpolder ook verzilting

Nu nam ik aan dat deze informatie van de NZO over

optreedt en vroeg mij af of melkveehouderijen daar last van

conventionele melkveehouderijen ging en was erg verbaast over

hebben?

het grote verschil in hoeveelheden. Nu vroeg ik mij af waarom
boeren zo veel meer voer aan hun koeien zouden geven, heeft dit
alleen te maken met de verwachte melkopbrengst?
Het gaat over “voer” of droge stof (ds). 60 kg voer in de vorm van vers
gras met 20 % ds is dus 12 kg ds. Met alleen vers gras eet een koe wel 80
kg voer per dag.
0,75 kilo soja is overigens geen 1,25 % van het totale rantsoen. Altijd
alles terugrekenen in ds. Soja is ca. 90 % ds, dus 0,75 kg is ca. 4 % van
het rantsoen. Gangbare melkkoeien zullen over het algemeen wel een

In de BKP zitten op het laagste gedeelte wellen . Het water wat hier uit
komt zou zout zijn . Je heb hier wel last van omdat je met de trekker niet
overheen kan rijden en er geen gras opgroeit .
[MG] Zou het verhogen van de grondwaterstand om co2 uitstoot
van het veen tegen te gaan het einde betekenen van de koeien en
weidevogels in de wei?
In extreme verhogingen zal dit het einde betekenen voor de boer de
koeien en zeker ook voor de weidevogels .

paar kilo ds meer per dag consumeren dan bio koeien. In een rantsoen
met veel krachtvoer en krachtvoervervangers (gangbaar) vs een
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boer 3 [in bovenland] (naam bekend bij auteur)
[MG] Nu las ik op uw website dat u alleen vleesvee houdt maar
juist daarom denk ik dat u mij kunt helpen met mijn vraag. U
houdt een ander ras dan de melkveehouderijen in uw omgeving
maar nu heb ik geleerd dat melkveehouderijen meer kalveren

female cows stay on the farm, the other ones are sold to an animal
breeder. [Boer 4] does not keep male cows on his farm, those are sold
as well. Young cows stay most of the time inside as they are most likely
to get deseases while getting to cold. The cold can also slow down their
growing process, [Boer 4] wants to avoid risks.

produceren dan zij zelf kunnen houden en daarom vraag ik mij

[Boer 4] is experimenting with meat cows. He now has two cows that

af of een bedrijf zoals het uwe ook zou kunnen functioneren met

aren’t used for milk production and which will be killed and turned

die kalveren, of zou dit niet werken/rendabel zijn? Ik heb wel

into meat packages. There were several regular customers who were

gelezen dat er ook speciale fokkerijen voor dit soort kalveren

interested in meat from cows that were on [Boer 4] his farm. [Boer 4]

bestaan maar deze kalveren worden dan ook als kalf geslacht en

has grown to the maximum amount of cows as he reached the capacity

ik snap niet goed waarom deze kalveren niet ook als streekeigen

of the milking robot but the stable wasn’t full and there was enough

vleesvee gebruikt worden.

food so he decided to keep two cows for the meat.

Wat betreft je vraag of melkvee kalfjes ook geschikt zijn voor het vlees,

[Boer 4] used to get up at 5 to milk the cows but after purchasing the

moet ik je antwoorden dat dit niet geschikt is. Melkvee wordt gefokt voor

milk robot he is able to get up at 6 or half past 6. The robot never stops,

melk en deze koeien hebben géén vlees, het is eigenlijk alleen maar bot

many cows are milked during the night. [Boer 4] uses technological

en mager vlees, de stierkalfjes gaan nog wel voor kalfsvlees weg omdat

solution to make his work easier. Good examples are the milking robot

hier vraag naar is. En het verschil met onze koeien/kalfjes is dat onze

and the sensornecklaces which monitor the movement and activity of his

kalfjes bij de moeder opgroeien en bij melkvee is dit niet zo, omdat de

cows.

moeder direct voor de melk gebruikt gaat worden.

[Boer 4] owns approximately 16 hectares of grassland. The parcels
around his house are used by the milkcows and the other field are

Dairy farm visit at Boer 4 [in droogmakerij]
Notes of conversation with [boer 4] on Wednesday 24/10
[Boer 4] showed me his dairy farm. We started at the young cows. Dairy
cows need to have a baby each year, otherwise they won’t produce milk.
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used by the other cows that aren’t active. [Boer 4] also keeps sheep.
The milking cows can decide themselves to they stay inside or go out
unless the weather conditions are bad (to dry or wet). According to the
standards of Campina, the cows need to be 120 days outside each year.
[Boer 4] spends attention to the nature birds conservation program.

[Boer 4] uses artificial insemination to control (as good as possible)

[Boer 4] and his wife build a milkbar next to their farm where

the gender of the cows. He doesn’t inseminate the cows himself but

consumers can get their fresh milk. Milk bar, not always positive, costs

he hires an expert. The young cows stay in a special cabin for the first.

money, people sometimes steel stuff and childeren have thrown bottle

The youngest cows drink milk but after a few months (two or three?)

lids at the cows. [Boer 4] doesn’t allow free visits on his farm, people

the cows are feed with a mix of milk and dry animal feed. Around 15

can have a view on the cows from the milk bar. Allowing people to walk

freely in the stables would be dangerous, it would distract [Boer 4] and
it wouldn’t be pleasant for the cows. If people visit the cows, [Boer 4]
wants to be there to check if the visitors behave in a normal way. Some
of the visitors started to throw straw to the cows etc.
Inviting people on the farm can be a risk, some people cannot accept
that the cows need to be inside for a certain time. [Boer 4] likes to see
his cows outside but due to weather conditions or such the cows are not
always allowed to go outside. People sometimes don’t understand what
is best for the cows. The more you show, the more people are able to
criticize.
The milk stays on the farm for max 72 hours. Campina collects the milk
during the night. They first check the quality, take the milk, and push the
cleaning button. [Boer 4] makes sure that the tank with cleaning
Although [Boer 4] and his wife already have a connection with certain
customers they are involved in the Amstelgoed Natuurzuivel cooperative.
They would like to contribute to the landscape in the area and believe
that such a cooperative can help to promote, protect and develop the
area. The idea is to produce only white products at first. The products
should be linked to the area, they are still searching for a nice package
design that pictures the area. These products need to deliver more
money, people need to know what they are paying for, which is the
beautiful area. [Boer 4] invested 5000 euros in the cooperative.
[Boer 4] is not sure whether it will work, he didn’t receive the emails yet
so he was a bit frustrated about that. There is already a guy who asked
the producer of the milk robot to create a special machine that directly
pasteurizes and bottles the milk after milking and the guy is thereby able
to sell his own bottles to supermarkets. They are available in stores for
two months now. These kind of developments can become a threat for
the cooperative.
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